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e d i t o r s ’  n o t e

We are thrilled to present the 34th issue of Occam’s Razor. Because of this 

magazine’s success in previous years, we are excited that this will be our 

most diverse issue to date. Along with more featured work, we’ve made 

stylistic changes to improve the magazine’s aesthetic appeal. With our 

largest staff yet, we’ve given this longer issue its due diligence.

There are so many people involved in the making of this magazine, 

and we are eternally grateful to everyone who participated. The CSUEB 

student body has an impressive number of talented writers. With the 

recent addition of the Flash Fiction and Flash Nonfiction contests, the 

breadth of content in the magazine continues to grow. A big thanks to 

everyone who submitted their work for consideration.

To the English Department faculty who help make this magazine 

possible every year, we thank you. We thank retired Professor Donald 

Markos for creating this publication and maintaining a relationship 

with its staff through his poetry contest. Professors Jacqueline Doyle, 

Susan Gubernat, and Steve Gutierrez, we truly appreciate your help, 

time, and feedback. Thanks especially to all of this year’s talented 

judges: Frances Lefkowitz, Kristin FitzPatrick, Kara Vernor, Nellie Hill, 

and the DeClercq family.

Finally, to the hardworking staff of this year’s issue, it has 

been a joy and honor to work with you all. From debates about 

commas and semicolons, to helping with stylistic decisions and 

coordinating with faculty and other contributors, we are grateful 

for your expertise and assistance. This year’s staff includes Eric Ash, 

Valerie Briggs, Daniela Chavez, Allen Jang, Michael Leung, Sally 

d E a r  r E a d E r s,



Ruby Luna, Katherine Therriault, and Daejona Walker. We’d also like 

to thank the editors of Arroyo Literary Review, Katrina Wedding and 

Emilie White, for their insightful input. And of course, Luis Guilin, 

who insisted on the label of “Editor-at-Large,” but was as integral to 

this issue’s success as anyone else.

si n C e r e ly—

Matt Biundo & Mehreen Khan
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s e A  o f  Gr e e n

Red tRees gRew taller than buildings. The bark was like moss, 

frayed. Mitsuyo drove up a mountain and then wound around its curves 

and bends, nearly hypnotized by the green. It was early morning, and 

the air was fresh and wet. Fog hovered lazily over the pavement. It had 

been at least an hour since he’d seen another car drive past, and they 

drove in the opposite direction, coming down.

He had seen photos before, to scale, tiny people pointing and smiling 

up at the giants; he had a photo of the trees as the background of his 

computer, the calendar at his desk. But this was his first time seeing them 

in person and the size was overwhelming. It was something that 

affected your breath, so tall you needed more oxygen to process.

Mitsuyo could have parked at the base. He could have gotten out and 

hiked. There was a waterfall on the map, a tree you could walk through, 

but he felt safe inside the car and drove right past them. The reflection 

of the forest streamed over his windshield like water. It was difficult for 

him to comprehend how something so big could exist in the world. The 

trees seemed to go on and on into infinity. He began to liken them to 

the stars, something he could merely witness.

He had planned this trip for months, meticulously, sitting at his 

desk at work and writing out every small detail, longhand. He wrote in 

cursive on scraps of paper, and then rewrote it on cardstock; he mulled 

over the best routes and tourist attractions. He made a list: bottled 

water, food that could keep well, a cooler, a sleeping bag, permits, 

a gun.

He bought the gun brand new at a shop he had to drive two hours 

to. The man at the counter asked him if he ever had a history of mental 

illness, if he ever had been a felon, if he ever had been committed.

Mitsuyo had stopped taking his antidepressants. Not because he 

Brianna Verdugo
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didn’t think he needed them but because he no longer saw the point 

in taking them. He would go to the doctor, she would ask him how he 

was feeling, he would overthink it, expel some nonsense, and she would 

up his dosage. He was supposed to take one every day, on and on, into 

infinity. He could take a pill for every tree in the forest and still not 

be done.

A few years prior, the national park had stopped releasing the count 

of bodies recovered from the forest. They were trying to dispel the 

association. But the last available data had been one hundred and two. 

Not to say that one hundred and two people had killed themselves in 

the forest that year, just that one hundred and two bodies had been 

recovered. It was hard to tell how long they’d been there as bodies left 

to the elements decompose at irregular rates.

Mitsuyo pulled off the main road and parked his car in a small, 

empty lot. He got out and stretched his legs, like his mother, who believed 

circulation was the key to longevity. He did knee lifts and marches across 

the parking lot. He stretched his fingertips up, up, up to the sky, then 

down to touch his head, his shoulders, his knees, repeat. He stopped at 

the edge of the broken concrete, a line crossing; brown needles covered 

the ground like carpet and led into a wall of trees. The forest was said 

to be so thick that a strong wind could not blow through it, and on the 

inside the only noise was the forest itself, so still and quiet that your own 

breath was like shouting. He left the map in the car when he grabbed 

his backpack.

The sun rose overhead and Mitsuyo felt warm. He walked straight 

ahead. Occasionally he came across a path or a trail but he didn’t follow 

them, he didn’t change his course. He walked dead ahead, as straight as 

he could, only wavering if a tree blocked his path. He saw a deer. He 

reached for his phone to take a picture but then decided against it. 

He watched the deer chew leaves like a cow mulls cud, and then off 

somewhere he heard faint barking. The deer’s ears perked up 

nervously, and then it bolted off. The barking continued but Mitsuyo 

could not locate from which direction. It seemed to come from all 

directions, growing louder and then quieter.
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Mitsuyo came across a ditch with a dead tree for a bridge. It was not 

straight ahead, it was not on his path, but he crossed it, with his arms 

outstretched on either side like a balancing pole. It was like a magnet 

pulling him. Halfway through he looked down at the sandy pit below, 

with jagged rocks and bits of refuse, maybe a ten-foot drop, not fatal. 

He scurried over to the other side and looked back. He could no longer 

tell which direction he came from.

When he was done looking back and marveling at his inept spatial 

awareness, he turned to continue on his way, but a man he didn’t see 

before suddenly stood in his path. The man was filthy, as if homeless: 

barefoot with black toenails, dressed in a strange handmade tunic. His 

matted gray hair sprouted wildly, and atop his head was a fumbled 

crown of leaves.

“Good morning,” said the man. 

“Morning,” said Mitsuyo.

“Fine day.”

“Sure.”

Mitsuyo stepped to the side to walk past but the man blocked him.

“Where ya off to?”

“Just enjoying the park.”

“I see,” said the man, looking him over. “By yourself?”

Mitsuyo felt a brief rush of adrenaline. “Yes, by myself. Why?”

“Just the way you’re going is all.” 

The man stepped out of Mitsuyo’s way and Mitsuyo kept walking. He 

picked up his pace and didn’t look back for a long time. When he finally 

did look back, he held his breath, nervous that the man might still be 

behind him, moving silently. But when he saw that there was nothing 

there he let out a good sigh.

The first falls of night began to change the sky. The air grew cooler. 

Mitsuyo took a jacket from his backpack and put it on. He began pilfering 

through the bag for his map, rummaging to the bottom. Then a sharp 

pang of anxiety. He dumped the contents onto the forest floor. The gun 

smacked the ground heavily. It seemed impossible to him that it wouldn’t 

be in there. The sun moved further and further away until Mitsuyo felt 
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alone, and he found a clear area to rest for the night. His head buzzed 

over the map, why had he left it? He rolled out his sleeping bag and found 

some wood to build a fire. As he collected the kindling, he tried to retrace 

his steps in his head but it was an impossible feat. He propped up the 

branches into a teepee shape but they fell to the ground. He lit a pile 

of sticks on fire, which burned only for a moment before fizzling out. 

Mitsuyo fell asleep, cold.

That night he dreamed of two things. His mother, who had loved to 

hike and camp, and had tried on numerous occasions to take Mitsuyo 

with her before she grew too weak to go. And a golden retriever. That part 

had been so real to him. He fully expected to wake the next morning to 

find the dog lying next to him, keeping him warm through the cold night. 

But when he did wake the first thing he saw was a proper fire. One with 

real wood, stacked the way he’d seen campfires in movies. It was smoking 

into his face. Mitsuyo coughed uncontrollably; he sat up in his sleeping 

bag and turned his face away from the smoke.

“Morning,” said the strange man from before.

Mitsuyo could not stop coughing, but he kicked himself back away 

from the man and waved his free hand wildly.

“You would have froze to death,” the man said. 

Mitsuyo found a bottle of water in his pack and drank deeply. When 

he put the bottle back, his hand brushed up against the cold metal of the 

gun, and he kept his hand on it. There was no frost on the ground—with 

this level of precipitation, there surely would have been if temperatures 

had dropped that low. The man was lying.

“What are you doing out here?” the man asked.

“I think you should go,” Mitsuyo said. The man held his hands 

up, made a face like he didn’t care, and stood up. Mitsuyo’s chest and 

shoulders were tight; the man didn’t move. “Go,” Mitsuyo repeated. The 

man lunged at Mitsuyo, his hands flinging towards his throat. That’s 

when the gun went off. To Mitsuyo’s horror the man’s eyes opened wide; 

he rolled over on his back. The man clamped his hands over the deep 

soak of red bleeding from his side. Mitsuyo grabbed his bag and ran off 

deeper into the forest—checking over his shoulder every few feet, what 
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are you doing here reverberating in his head—but the man was never 

behind him.

The further he went, the stranger the air felt on his arms. It brought 

new meaning to dead silence. Leaves were now all he could see, growing 

thick like flies buzzing about until there was nothing else. His mother 

would have loved this. She would have said that God made it special and 

he would have had a hard time disagreeing.

Mitsuyo came upon a small clearing where someone had made a circle 

of rocks, and in the circle was a skeleton. He stopped, the wind kicked out 

of him. The bones picked clean by rats or ants. It was lying face first in 

the ground, a Moleskine notebook beside it. Mitsuyo stood for a long time 

looking at the body. He was lightheaded and felt a need to cry, but didn’t. 

He had seen countless photos of dead bodies. For years, he searched 

dark corners of the Internet, looking for videos and photos of murders or 

suicides. He once saw a video of two Russian teenagers in a forest 

bashing in a man’s head with a rock until it split open like a melon 

into three pieces. It had turned his stomach, but in a good way. He was 

obsessed with death. But this was the first time he had seen it in 

person. Or second, if his mother counted, which he did not feel that it 

did. And what about the man he left behind in the forest, would that 

man become a skeleton like this one before him? He couldn’t tell.

This skeleton was nothing, it was a dead thing, unlike his mother. Even 

when the cancer had turned her yellow and made her look like she had 

been soaked in mercury for a hundred years, gaunt and mangled like 

a starving child, she never stopped being his mother. She always had 

an identity. She had merely come to the end of her cycle. This skeleton 

disturbed him in a way he could not explain. This is what he wanted 

for himself. He knew this, logically, but there was an urge inside himself 

to live. Something old and passed down for millennia that he had no 

control over. He knelt down beside the body and picked up the notebook, 

then he backed away and sat down to read.

It was nearly empty. He flipped through the first few pages. Details of 

breakfast, updates without explanation, fragments and quotations. Then 

the last page that was filled out, titled “Suicide note” at the top.
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To whom it may concern,

Though I am about to kick the bucket, I feel as I always have. I am tired of this 

life, and would like to see what’s on the other side.

Good luck to all.

Jennifer L. Whitman.

Mitsuyo sat for a long time holding the book. Again he thought 

he might cry, but tears did not come. Knowing about this woman, 

reading her words written by her hand, made him feel a need to 

show some respect to her body. He wondered if he should try to bury 

her—dig a hole, or at least find a rock as a headstone.

As Mitsuyo thought of the ways he could show respect, he heard 

a noise and turned to see the same old man walking with purpose 

towards the skeleton. Mitsuyo’s mouth opened; he could not believe 

what he was seeing. The man showed no sign of injury, and seemed 

completely uninterested in Mitsuyo. He sat there in shock, watching as 

the man walked around to the head of the body, grabbed it by its arms, 

and slowly dragged it off, leaving a trail of disturbance in the pine 

needles on the ground.

Mitsuyo had been off his medication for nine days. Headaches, 

nausea, sexual dysfunction, these were things he had expected 

when coming down. He was familiar with the symptoms of with- 

drawal, as he had many times before stopped and started his 

medication. Hallucinations were not one of them.

Mitsuyo got up and followed the man as quietly as he could. He felt as 

though the man was aware he was being followed, but he never turned 

to check. The man just dragged the body by the arms, the gaping holes 

of the skull’s eyes staring back at Mitsuyo, hypnotizing him. They came 

upon some kind of cave, more like a pile of giant rocks with an entrance 

in it. The man climbed the rocks and hoisted the skeleton up behind 

him. It took a moment for Mitsuyo’s eyes to adjust, but then he saw that 

there were bones everywhere. It was like a graveyard with no soil, all 

the bodies scattered around. Off to the side was a gentle stream. 

Mitsuyo heard barking again, first quietly, then amplified. The man 
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climbed down off the rock and splashed cool water on his face.

“This is where you were coming,” the man said.

“Yes,” Mitsuyo said, though he was unsure why. 

Suddenly a dog appeared on the other side of the stream. A golden 

retriever, barking. The old man picked up a rock and threw it at the dog.

“Get out of here!” he yelled. The dog yelped, but didn’t leave. It ran 

along the stream, up and down, barking at Mitsuyo. 

“What are you doing out here?” the man asked.

Mitsuyo pulled the gun out of his backpack and held it in both hands. 

“Do you know the way back to the road?” he asked the man. 

“I do,” said the man.

The dog was going crazy, snarling and foaming at the mouth. 

Mitsuyo held the gun to his temple, but it felt wrong. He placed it under 

his chin, felt the cold steel against the soft, fragile skin of his throat.

A breeze blew by, it rifled through his hair and he took a deep breath. 

He could have sworn he heard a woman’s voice faintly picked up in the 

wind. He thought about how the forest was said to be so dense that a 

gust of wind could not blow through it.

Mitsuyo put the barrel of the gun in his mouth and pulled the trigger.

His body blew backwards, his head hit the ground so hard it 

bounced back up. The dog stopped barking. The man walked over to 

Mitsuyo and patted his body down. Then he grabbed him by the arms 

and dragged him over toward the rest of the bodies. The dog took off.

The man lit a fire and sat by it for a long time. Then he got up and 

walked straight out in one direction, unwavering. He could hear that 

goddamn dog again, always barking and barking, always snarling and 

growling at him. No matter what he did, he couldn’t get rid of that dog; 

it haunted him. The man came upon a fallen tree where a lonely 

woman sat leaning against it, her knees bruised and covered with dirt, 

tears trailing down her dusty face.

“What are you doing here?” he asked her.  
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o h,  d
Brandi  Carroll

for Daniel

We shouldn’t have let you go to the big city. 

We shouldn’t have let you

go. 

The Empire, your playground

a place to chase your dreams

kick-flipping every curb, ramp, and rail 

rolling through the concrete streets.

Just a boy, his board, 

looking to score

in a Central Park so cosmic—full of wonder

kick, push, coasting,

coasting,

‘til you were done for.

I’ll be home soon

you told our mother

but 

it wasn’t soon enough. 

Now she’s waiting up for you

a late night call that will never come. 

She screams out for her baby 

sobbing

What have I done?

‘Cause when you found a better high 
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it sucked you in—a blacktar pothole,

and now you’re breathing in the fire

of a cracked-out dragon’s hot lull.

Tell me Brother, 

was it the 

juicy flavors of the Big Apple 

that bit you like a white snake,

spewing blissful venom through your veins,

that kept you from staying awake?

Oh, D

take the needle out, 

spit out your tongue

stand up from your slump!

go on now—

skate home.
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Kezia Marshall

I waIted outsIde. Leaning up against the purple minivan’s 

bumper, just under Mom’s balcony, I stared out at the empty muddy lot 

that used to be a gladiola field. Mom still lived in Dry Creek Apartments, 

at the foot of the hills, next door to the nosy woman everyone called 

Creek Cat Lady.

“Be careful,” Creek Cat Lady warned while Mom came out of the 

house without even looking at me, pretending to have a tough time 

singling out her car key. “Mudslides in the Canyon. I’m surprised 

Caltrans hasn’t closed it yet. It’s dangerous.”

She hugged her own arms, gazed at us through her metal screen 

door. She wore a light pink sweatshirt with “San Francisco” written 

in cursive on the front; her newest rescue, Gypsy, rubbed against her 

striped socks.

“He loved you, you know,” Creek Cat Lady called out to Mom and 

me. “My Tomato and I were just talking about it this morning. He 

may not have been able to show it, but I know he did.”

My Tomato was a little titty baby that snitched on us all the time 

as kids. Every time we called him out on it he turned bright red like 

a tomato. Creek Cat Lady thought the name was endearing, I guess. 

Mom rubbed her hands together in a way that looked like she was 

crumbling paper and throwing it to the ground.

“Thanks,” she told her, smoothing her black dress.

“He’s at peace,” Creek Cat Lady continued through the metal screen 

door, “My Tomato. He said now the voices aren’t torturing him. I thought 

that was just beautiful—that he’s free of those voices in his head.”

“Thank you, Creek Cat Lady,” I mumbled incoherently.

“Of course, honey. My Tomato and Travis were friends, good friends. 

We’d be going today, but Gypsy’s just getting acclimated to her new 
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home. Aren’t you Gypsy?” she said and picked Gypsy up and cradled 

her in her arms. “Careful. Mudslides. Dangerous.”

Maybe Creek Cat Lady is right, I thought, with the voices gone maybe 

he’s at peace. I’d been stupid enough to think that the voices made him 

feel less lonely.

Mom pushed on her keys and opened the van door without pretense 

or decorum. I get it, I get in. I hadn’t seen or talked to Mom in three days 

since she came over without invitation and asked me to say something 

on Saturday, a speech.

“No,” I told her. “No, sorry,” I said more sympathetically.  

“Ungrateful,” she said. “Ungrateful.”

I probably was. I didn’t want her to come inside. It was like showing 

her a truth she knew but I didn’t want her to see; she came in anyway, 

pushed right past me.

“No furniture yet?” 

“Nope.” 

“Would you just say something nice about your brother on Saturday? 

Why is it such a big deal?”

“Exactly!” 

“Jesus Christ. Your place is disgusting. What do you eat? Chinese 

food? Every day?” 

“And the peanut butter you put in those care packages, so, I’m 

gettin’ in that protein.”

“Disgusting.” 

“Okay, Mom—well, just don’t come here anymore, it won’t bother you 

so much, you know. I don’t really have energy for pretense.”

“I come here to make sure you at least shower once in a while.” 

“Thanks for that.”

“You know what your brother told me when you didn’t show up for his 

birthday?”

“No, Mom, what’d he tell you?”

“He said, ‘She’ll be there for the good times,’ he said, ‘She runs away 

from bad times.’”

The last time I saw Travis was at the Oakland City Center station. He 
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was at the entrance, mumbling to himself, shuffling from foot to foot, 

bringing a cigarette to his mouth every five seconds, exhaling but never 

inhaling. Laughing at a phantom voice telling phantom jokes. I pretended 

I didn’t know him and kept walking to work. I was late.

“Well, he was fucking coo-coo for Cocoa Puffs, so why should I care 

what he thought?”

“Dammit. He’s your brother. He was disappointed, you know. 

Disappointed in you.”

It stung. 

“Yeah, well, life’s disappointing,” I told her, pointing to the scar on 

my forehead.

“He was confused. He thought you were trying to kill him.” 

“Yeah because he was fucking crazy.” 

“That was years ago. He’s your brother.” 

Silence.

“It smells in here, how do you even pay for this place? You spend 

all your money on whiskey and weed.”

“I spend my money on weed and coffee, Mom. I steal my whiskey.” 

I smiled, I said it as a joke—I thought she was finishing up.

“You know what? You’re gonna end up like your father. Whiskey.”

The ultimate sting: the accusation of being a future alcoholic, a 

woman and child beater. Travis and I chanted: Whiskey, whiskey, why do 

we have our father’s wild eyes? after Dad left us abruptly, silently in the 

night while he thought no one was watching. All three of us were. And 

Travis and I celebrated by drinking the rest of his stash. I was fourteen, 

Travis sixteen. A year later, Travis lost his mind.

“Travis is the one that ended up like him. And if I end up like Whiskey 

Dad, I’ll deal with it how Travis did.”

She opened her mouth, closed it again. She left and sent me a text 

message ten minutes later: 10 on Saturday. We’ll drive together.

On the third day of what would be an eleven-day storm, our thoughts 

screamed as they piled up one on top of the other—thick, jelly-like thoughts 

that screamed and fogged the windows of Mom’s minivan but silenced 
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us. We drove through town like that, hushed except for the squeaky 

broken windshield wipers, rain’s white noise, our wailing thoughts and 

the occasional buzzing warnings of flash flood on the radio.

Mom drove down Mission toward Niles. The creek had risen, I saw 

sandbags stacked near the Niles Bridge and watched the rushing water 

as we drove over it. The hills were bright green against the dark gray sky. 

This town is beautiful in a storm. Away from the muddy field, we pass 

the taco truck on 3rd and the old farmhouses that are vacant, remodeled 

or restored. Above an overpass and by the last standing farm, the sign 

for the fruit stand was knocked over by strong winds and rain.

Mom stopped at a red light, Decoto and Mission, a hang-out empty lot 

that is now a 7-11. We hung out there as kids, neighborhood kids, the guys 

in their Impalas, scrapers, and bomb trucks, the girls with polychromatic 

dyed hair and basketball jerseys tied at one side of their waist. Travis and 

I stood out in that purple minivan. We thought we were so tight. I smirked 

at the passing memory as the light turned green. The first time I smoked 

was in that lot, in the purple minivan Travis and I took while Mom was 

at work and Whiskey Dad was passed out. I had coughed and choked 

until I threw up; Travis laughed. I finger through these memories like a 

familiar and favorite book, but skip the bad parts—I haven’t been back 

here because of the bad parts. Fuck the bad parts for now. For now, only 

good times to get through this bad day.

“I’ll do it Mom, I can do it,” I told her, breaking silence as she drove 

through the mouth of the canyon, onto the straightaway and into the 

beginning of the twisties. I can talk about good times. She looked away from 

the windshield and at me, nodding as if she’d already known. “Mom!”

“Shit!”

She swerved, the tires slid and skid on the road, my seatbelt pulled 

me back and I felt the thud in my chest as the bumper hit the fawn. I 

watched the doe run into the hills as we jerked to a stop. Mom pulled over 

and paused at the steering wheel, turned on her hazards, and took slow 

breaths before stepping out of the van.

“That’s almost a crime,” Some Guy said out of his window as he drove 

up from behind us.
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“Who should we call?” Mom yelled to him.

“Not sure. Need to drive slow through the canyon on a day like this,” 

Some Guy told us, pointing at the gray sky, before driving away in his 

Outback. I walked to the front of the minivan and kneeled next to the 

gasping, jerking animal, kicking as if trying to run away but stuck on her 

side, terror in the marble eye that looked out to the tops of the pines.

“We need to kill it,” I told Mom. One week ago, the doctors told us: 

Travis was brain-dead, seizure, coma. The paramedics found medication 

on the floor.

“No,” she told me, rubbing her hands. “No, no, you can’t.”

“It’s suffering,” I told her. The animal kicked furiously, her head lifted 

by each movement of her jerking legs.

My hands shook at the side of the fawn’s head—I’m not sure how 

to snap a neck, or if I have it in me to do so. The van’s dim headlights 

and squeaking windshield wipers were behind us. The knees of my 

stockings were soaked through. Rain was coming down hard, the sound 

of the creek was just below us—when we were kids, Travis and I caught 

tadpoles in the summer, somewhere near here. The fawn’s kicking 

started to slow—last attempts of the instinct to escape.

“You can’t,” Mom said, sniffling, crying as she stood over me.

I put my hands down, a coward, unable, unwilling. When they took 

Travis off the machine, he could breathe on his own for a short while— 

I left the room before I could see him gasp.

“Children shouldn’t die before their parents,” Mom said. “It’s 

unnatural.”

“I can’t,” I told her. I wished the fawn would miraculously spring to 

her feet, gallop to where her mother was waiting, expecting, knowing 

all along.

“You can’t.” Mom’s eyelashes were soaked to her face; she sniffed in 

snot and rain, rubbed her hands together, threw something away. She 

kneeled next to me, and muttered, “Sorry, I’m sorry. I’m so, so, sorry,” 

and she pet its face. The fawn’s kicks were slower, her gasps fainter and 

after seconds, minutes, days, hours and years, she was quiet and limp 

in my mother’s hands.
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We’re almost at the train bridge. Travis and I hiked here once, in 

a storm.

 “We’ll get in trouble,” I’d said.

“No one comes out here when it’s raining,” he told me. “They’re 

too scared.”

I mocked their fear, while feeling afraid myself.

“So hyphy, looks like freaking Guerneville up here right now.” He 

put his hands on the side of the bridge and looked out at the 

rumbling creek.

I looked down, my body shook and my brain told it don’t you dare 

shake as we walked across the railroad ties, my feet stepping carefully, 

an imaginary train blaring in my head, threatening. I tried to contain my 

overwhelming fear, while Travis remained calm and sure in front of me. 

“Hurry up!” he yelled. We crossed the bridge and hiked up to where we 

could see the creek rushing from the canyon, moving toward the foothills, 

by home, and out there to the Bay. The clouds were magnetized toward 

the hills, a shroud that made them obscure so that they stood haunting 

like ghosts. I knew they were there, I’ve known these hills all of my life, 

but the clouds covered the magnitude of what they were—parts were 

hidden and only the outline remained. “Pretty,” I’d mumbled. “Beautiful,” 

he corrected. He was right; I wish I’d known better.

Mom and I carried the fawn away from the road, placed her in a 

clearing under a sycamore. We both looked out into the trees, wiped the 

rain from our faces. Mom whispered, “I’m sorry,” to the doe, I guess. 

When she turned, I followed her to the van. Inside, she looked into the 

rearview mirror, at her wet crown of hair, down at her drenched black 

dress, over to me—

“Fuck,” she exhaled.

“Yeah.”

I know what to say, I thought, wishing she could just read my mind 

but aware that I would not need to tell her; I know what to say. And then 

quiet again. The rain turned to hail, the windshield wipers squeaked; ice 

chunks hit the roof of the purple minivan and we drove the rest of the 

canyon’s twisties slow and silent. Oh, the silence.



h o w  to  liv e  A lo n e

Emilie  White

Forgive yourself 

for the hours of brainless television 

you are going to watch. 

Fall in love 

with the dishwasher’s roar, 

February rain shattering on the balcony 

those evenings you open all the windows, 

the gurgle of coffee 

bubbling in the silent kitchen, 

you underneath your covers. 

Save a night each week

to pretend you’re an action hero 

hiding out at your secret base. No, 

you’re not the only one 

who does. When you have no words left, 

call your partner-agent anyway. 

Even in 3 a.m. shadow, 

someone else sits awake, like you.

Know that it’s okay 

that there are days just to be endured. 

Run madcap missions 

across entire oceans 

just for the sake of laundry,  

friends, and takeout. Realize

you cannot possibly imagine

how the adventures will end. 

The nursery rhymes were lies. 

Stars do not twinkle, or shine 
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but swirl up bridge cables, 

inscrutable patterns 

leading through the dark. 

Realize that nothing is stagnant 

and nothing stays the same: 

not even this. 

Distance is a construct

and nothing solves space 

like time.



Gh o s t  ri d e r

Brianna Verdugo

In the moRnIng, in the rolling fog, Tito comes to me. He rubs 

his hands over me, warming me, massaging my legs and back. He 

cups my face and soothes me. The recent change of weather has been 

hard, it’s cold and wet and my muscles keep tightening up. I can’t 

seem to get back to that looseness, when I could feel the torque of the 

fibers, the fluidity of my grace, when all parts worked as one. Now 

things are different. I feel I am in pieces.

Then a man I’ve never seen before appears. He shakes Tito’s hand 

and then grabs me by the head and yanks up my gums to expose my 

teeth. I pull back, but he’s strong. He’s got a broad, brown face like Tito, 

but without the warmth or freckles. He has dark circles under his 

reddened eyes and smells faintly of chemicals, like the bleach they 

use to clean the stables. He frowns at me and makes swishing motions 

with his mouth. 

“Alright,” he says. “Let’s go.” 

Tito hums while he throws a thin pink fleece over me, then a heavy 

leather saddle. He pulls the straps under my belly and with one quick 

yank he tightens and it’s hard to breathe. He leads me out onto the dirt 

track where the man is waiting, strapping his helmet in place. This is 

the track we run on every day, but usually I ride with Jonah, a 

gangly boy who whispers to me. 

“Beautiful,” he says. “Champion.” 

But this man doesn’t whisper anything. He jumps up and trots me 

to the metal gates and waits for a bell to ring. We sit there in silence. 

He feels dense, like a dying star.

When the bell rings I bolt out just like Tito taught me, but the man 

is pulling me back, not letting me break through to top speed. I fight 

him but he doesn’t relent. He yanks my bit into my teeth and I taste 
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the metal. I have to resist the urge to kick him off. Tito would hate that. 

All the work he put into me. But it’s hard to have Tito watch me when I 

can’t run like I know I can. I want to break through; I want to become the 

wind. I want to bleed into everything until I am as fast as I can be. Until I 

can’t feel my hooves in the mud and I am flying. We run three laps and 

on the last one he trots me slow and then jumps off and I scurry over to 

Tito, who takes me by the reins and pats my face.

Tito stays with me all day. The sun comes out and it warms up, people 

begin to fill the stables. When we are alone, Tito shuts the gate behind 

him. He pulls me in close with his soft, warm hands and says, “You’re 

gonna win this one,” and I nod my head,

Yes, 

“You’re gonna win this one, for me,” he says and I nod my head, 

Yes, yes, Tito, we’re gonna win.

It’s race day. I should have known. My first race day, with Jonah, went 

terribly. The bell went off louder than I was used to, it startled me. I pulled 

back when everyone else lurched forward. They ran crazily, like devils, 

spilling into my lane, their spindled legs like stomping swords, daring 

me to come up against them. Jonah shouted in my ear, “Please, 

Bella, please.” But I was frightened. I thought that I might die. I ran 

until my heart felt like it was going to explode, and all the other horses 

ran ahead, across a line of flashing lights.

Today will be different, I know it.

The man comes to walk me to the place where tiny men in bright colors 

hold whips and stand around the ankles of giants. My competition. Then 

Adonis, he must be sixteen hands, wearing green ribbons in his black 

mane and I think, Dear god.

I am routed into the gate farthest from Adonis, from the center, and 

this hurts my head. I want to be on the inside, I itch for it. It calls to me, 

Bella, Bella, come home.

In the starting gates the man repeatedly stands up and sits down, 

slamming his dense weight on me and rippling adrenaline through 

my body. But I won’t let it get to me. I am focused. The bell rings.

I am the wind!
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He isn’t pulling back now, not like he was this morning; he rides 

with intent and purpose, he rides to drive me into the ground.

I pass three small horses who appear not to understand fully what’s 

going on. They are babies, colts. Better them than me. I pass another 

horse about my size but older, he seems winded. I overtake him easily, 

even with his rider trying to block me as we pass, I shove right through. 

There is only Adonis left but he is several lengths ahead. I don’t know 

if I can maintain this speed but the man isn’t letting up, he’s just 

smacking that stick down on me and digging in his knees. I begin 

to trail, falling back, and I panic.

I can’t lose again.

Then I see a small dip in the track and I have an idea. I jump into it 

at an angle and kick my back legs up as hard as I can. I hear people in 

the bleachers make mad noises. The man falls off me, toppling onto the 

ground amongst the hooves. The people gasp, but I am free.

I fly.

Without him I gain on Adonis. I wonder why even bother with 

these men on our backs when we are so much faster without them. The 

people begin to cheer and clap and laugh. I close the distance; it’s only 

me now, all my parts moving as one. I see the finish line, I see the men 

with cameras. I am almost there. For Tito, I will win. I will overtake 

this horse and finish first. To make him proud.

f l a s h



ro si e’s  sto r y

Deb Grove

I would have been 102 today, had I lived. I wonder how my children 

will celebrate—or whether they will even remember to remember. It has 

been thirty-three years since I passed on, and the fifteen before were lost 

for us as a family. Dementia was the culprit.

One story I never shared with anyone is still waiting for me to tell. It 

was August 7, 1967, my youngest son’s birthday. I held in my left hand 

the files of the young man I had just met, Stu Perez. He walked in flushed 

with innocence; my heart went out to him immediately. Stu wanted 

to enlist in the Army and his enthusiasm and overt glee were almost 

infectious. I stopped. I steeled myself. He didn’t know what he was 

signing up for. He stood six feet tall, handsome, dark eyes and smooth 

skin, barely able to break a beard. Eighteen exactly. He had come to 

the recruitment office right after his breakfast.

Stu was not at all like my own chubbier son with fair hair and 

glasses. But his sweetness and naïvety made the connection for me 

immediately. Stu stood respectfully in front of my receptionist’s desk. 

Good day, Ma’am.

I looked up at him. He was a joy to behold. Fill out these papers, please, 

I said a little too firmly. When he had, Stu sat and waited. He sat erect 

as if he were already a boot camp graduate. He was the poster child for 

a young recruit.

When Stu left, I read though his file and Sgt. Winnuck’s interview 

notes. Bright. Very bright. Patriotic. Family has no money for college. Wants 

to do his share. Wants the educational benefits after service. Enthusiastic. 

Pleasant. Highly motivated.

At 4:05 PM, I got up from my desk. Roughly forty to fifty files sat on my 

desk, waiting to be bedded in the filing cabinet. I took good care to keep 

each cabinet in tiptop order. That day was different. I didn’t want Stu to 
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make it to Boot Camp where they’d rip his sweetness out of him with 

claws and tongs. I filed Stu under closed accounts and continued with 

the remaining files until every potential recruit was properly settled for 

the night. I locked the cabinet and my desk, and waved at Sgt. Winnuck 

through the window that separated us. He glanced at me through the 

glass and acknowledged me with a slight nod. He was on the phone 

with his girlfriend, again, I surmised. He often called her at five-ish, 

before she took the bus home to her dull husband and greedy in-laws.

Next morning, I awoke to dreams of working on a fruit ranch, 

picking and sorting apricots awash with fragrance and color. Was it Italy 

or Spain I dreamed of? Should I have had a guilty conscience? Maybe 

or maybe not. I chose to avoid considering the consequences of what I 

had done with Stu’s file. I put aside the strange dream.

In the kitchen, I had another pang of doubt. What if Perez’s file was 

never found? What if it was found quickly? Sgt. Winnuck would have a 

temper tantrum as soon as he realized the file was missing. Sharp and 

conscientious, I wondered why Winnuck was in this sedated desk job. 

In my own thoughts, not really listening to what my son was saying, I 

packed his bag lunch and mine.

Driving through the streets on autopilot, my thoughts wandered back 

thirty-five years. I was twenty-three when Hitler came to power and 

from then on, for more than eleven years, half my lifetime, my night-

mares were my day and my dreams occasionally allowed me to escape 

at night. I half-heartedly raised my arm in salute whenever I thought 

a smaller, limp gesture would threaten my life and my livelihood. It 

was all angst, all the time, hiding from neighbors, friends, co- 

workers—even family. There was never an easy truce in the 

underworld that Germany had morphed into. It was an emotionally 

draining dungeon that I awakened to every weekday morning as I left 

and took the streetcar to the university—at that point, a department of 

the Reich. Nazi tentacles had swept clean our corridors of independent 

thinkers, philosophers, actors, and activists.

Refuge in the classics at least made work manageable. Over those 

years, I’d escape to Aristotle and Herodotus. Third Reich activities 
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were rarely drawn to those players, so our department was 

mostly left alone. From our second-floor department window, we 

saw other emotionally-naked and vulnerable heads quaking and  

ringing, under the boots of the Reich. The university was a thin ice of 

refuge, I knew. But my parents depended on me to bring home eggs, 

bread, toilet paper, and necessities. The mornings after each night in 

the bomb cellar, we stumbled blindly into the office. Empathy for our 

coworkers blossomed for a few hours, then wilted in our own fears for 

our safety. I survived, but not intact. The deceptions and betrayals 

imprinted deeply on my soul.

At the recruitment office, resuming my usual tasks, I realized the 

import of my dream. I was picking fruit, the fruit of our loins. I was 

sorting the best boys from the good boys: the ones anxious to do good 

from the other zealots who saw themselves as patriotic John Waynes.

File by file, moment by moment this morning, I contrived my own 

recruitment system. On average, thirty to forty young boys appeared 

at my desk every day. Draftees arrived anytime after 9:00 AM; those 

volunteering usually came later in the day, often with the strong odor of 

beer mixed with fear and excitement. The Conscientious Objectors rarely 

arrived before 4:00 PM, delaying their miserable task and useless pleas 

to Sgt. Winnuck for as long as possible.

Toward the end of the day, I generally hid the files of one or two boys, 

sometimes none, those who struck me as gifts from the gods, too tender 

to turn into tinder, ones I wanted to watch grow up and play basketball 

or baseball. I voted against a war far off in Southeast Asia.

Over a nine-month period, I misfiled the paperwork for over 

seventy-five young men, all innocents like my very first catalyst Stu 

Perez. Perhaps I saved about twenty of them by mucking up the pond 

with delays and misinformation. After I was fired for malfeasance and 

had won my countersuit to protect my pension and reputation, I breathed 

a sigh of relief. It had been an arduous three years.

I never confided in anyone as to why, where, or how I had deliberately 

misfiled the applicant folders. I knew not to share my actions and make 

anyone a partner to my crime. In Germany, in 1940, my behavior would 
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have been rewarded with a one-way rail ticket. My husband had rescued 

me from post-war Germany. Himself a Jew, and an occasional voyeur at 

the Nuremberg trials, he knew I kept secrets too terrible to relive.

When Sgt. Winnuck realized some inductees weren’t arriving for their 

second or third appointment, he scratched his head. He asked me a few 

times why these boys weren’t showing up after they were so gung ho to 

go to ‘Nam? I shrugged my shoulders and picked at sweater balls as if 

I, too, were looking for something lost. My apparent confusion earned 

me several more months. With Winnuck’s recruitment numbers down 

by roughly ten percent, he had to come up with an explanation. He 

summed it up for me: “They come, we talk, they are supposed to return 

two weeks later with paperwork and signatures.”

I looked up, feigning surprise. “Who are you talking about?”

“You know, that Mexican kid, the other one who had a twin, the pudgy 

one from down near Gardena or something.” Winnuck sat on my desk 

with a toothpick in his mouth. He smelled of raw onions. It was 3:00 PM 

and here was another no-show appointment.

I shrugged with my best commiserating look. “There are so many of 

these young recruits, I’m not sure which ones you mean.”

After his monthly reports started to include questions, 

suppositions and possibilities, Winnuck checked the local bus schedules. 

Had some lines been eliminated, he wondered. He tried leaving phone 

messages with the families of the young recruits. Was their phone 

working properly? Was our phone working? He staked out our office 

from the coffee shop across the street to see who came up to the door 

and perhaps turned around and walked away. I typed noisily, busily 

rearranging mimeograph paper and supplies, retyping the unwieldy 

rolodex cards, sorting my copies, and cleaning the office machines. 

I was developing a sense of calm. Only my snapping bubble gum 

suggested my subcontinent of mixed emotions.

Stu Perez had first arrived in August. In March of the following year, 

the first or second Tuesday, I came into the office one morning after a 

routine dental appointment to find Winnuck searching through the filing 

cabinets. “Aha,” he gloated. “I found Perez under Roof Repairs. You must 
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have misfiled him because his name matches that of the subcontractor. 

Did you lose any others that way, Rosie?”

 I giggled in self-defense. “You’re kidding me! You found it where?” I 

rushed over to the filing cabinet.

“Maybe you better spend the day looking for some more files. There are 

about twenty of them gone missing,” he said, not unkindly.

“Sure,” I said, busying myself with the percolator. “Sure, I’ll start 

looking right away. Sorry, Sergeant.”

He was clueless, I smirked to myself. I had misfiled seventy-five files, 

not twenty. But now I’d have to start making excuses. I found a second file 

that day and handed it to Sgt. Winnuck with apologies.

The following month, in April, Sgt. Winnuck wrote in my 

review, directly with no ambiguity. Rosie loses files, misplaces inductee 

information…She is possibly losing control of confidential matters… 

Office is no longer secure. Recommend dismissal.

“This is humiliating,” I raised my voice in confronting him. “One or 

two misplaced files and you exaggerate to reach this conclusion. That’s 

not fair!” I responded. I no longer waved goodbye when I left at the 

end of the day for the parking lot.

“Bastard,” responded my husband, when I showed the performance 

review to him that evening. I sat mute.

In July I had a second quarterly review. I had slowed down my 

interceptions from four per week to one since March. Nonetheless, 

the performance report was scathing.

Rosie has no idea what she is doing. Incoming mail not accounted for. 

Possible dementia. I cringed and flushed, but said nothing. I smuggled the 

review home with me.

“Bastard,” responded my husband again. “We’ll sue.” I faced my 

husband squarely.

“Winnuck does have his eye on a secretary he met at a conference. He 

calls her everyday. She works downtown. Maybe he wants to get rid of 

me and give her my job,” I suggested helpfully.

My husband gave me a long look. “Are you aware you are losing files, 

Rosie? Is he making this up or is it true?”
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I looked down at my hands. I didn’t want to lie directly to him. I didn’t 

want to lose my job and I didn’t want to embarrass my family either. I 

did want to stop those empty-headed boys from going to Vietnam to 

return in a coffin or with shrapnel in their spines, missing limbs, or a 

drug addiction. There was a price to pay for a conscience.

I appealed to his logic. “Well,” I began, “we both have a key to the 

filing cabinet. I lock it every night before I leave. He sometimes gets in 

before me. And that’s when he turns to me and says he found a missing 

file…How do I know what happens between 5:00 PM when I leave and 

9:00 AM when I get back?”

“You didn’t answer me, Rosie!” he snapped back.

“I honestly don’t know,” I said quietly.

“Tomorrow, I’ll look into getting legal advice for you. I think the 

Army personnel office needs to look into this. Winnuck isn’t going to 

back down if he gave you two bad reviews.”

I lay my hand in his and leaned in for a kiss. He brushed my lips lightly.

My husband identified a competent and compassionate legal 

advisor. We fought hard. We prepared testimony about my lifelong 

career as an administrative assistant, that, according to all accounts, was 

organized, trustworthy, and loyal. We countered Winnuck’s claims of 

my malfeasance with arguments about the number of people who had 

access to the filing cabinet throughout the day and night. It was a stale-

mate. After several months, I was offered early retirement if I would 

leave immediately. My husband, our legal advisor, and I said we’d 

think about it for twenty-four hours, although we decided right away to 

take the early retirement. Personally, I was glad to be through with the 

grueling days in preparation and court appearances. I was exhausted, 

and the bags under my eyes and sagging facial muscles showed it. I hung 

on my husband’s arm as we left the recruitment office for the last time. 

Winnuck was professional and stayed at his desk except to shake hands 

with me as I walked out. “Thank you for your years of service to the 

Army,” he said gallantly.

I was fifty-seven when that all concluded, and I lived another 

fifteen years. The stress and trauma of my deceit took its revenge. I 
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was diagnosed with dementia five years later and treated with shock 

therapy. It didn’t help at all.

My husband and children believed that undiagnosed dementia had 

been the root of the ordeal at the Army recruiting office. I alone knew that 

I had set things in motion. In my darkest moments, while contemplating 

the many good reasons for suicide, I could occasionally rise above my 

shame and guilt with the belief that I had saved some lives among the 

many I had helped to send to war. The inner conflict, the outcome versus 

the intention, nearly drove me to admitting my guilt to my family—until 

finally, the fog of faulty neurons made it all unbelievable, and then, as 

dementia accelerated, impossible.



At t ritio n

Daniela Chavez

Frequent calls to my grandmother,

five years of bilingual classes,

three hours away from the border.

None of these things free my tongue

from the chains that restrain it from

rolling and rounding gracefully.

It’s to the point where even I cringe

when the butchered words leave my mouth.

Awkward sentences, and so many pauses,

I forget I’m even speaking.

They sneer down at us even though

it’s not our fault that

we grew up in a country where

the ‘R’ isn’t a heavy presence

and respecting your elders doesn’t

extend to the vocabulary.

It’s a skill that is glorified within our families.

I bask in the praises when I can keep a conversation

in a language that will, inevitably,

end with me. 

One day my children will not be able to

understand my mother.

They won’t sing along to her favorite songs

or be able to pronounce my favorite words
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no matter how many times I’ll whisper them

into their sleeping ears.

Dulzura, susurrar, anaranjado,

mocoso, soledad, púrpura,

cascabel, añoranza, vergüenza.

No matter how sweet or

how sharp I can make it be,

it’s a melody I can’t keep alive

and that will die with me.



A m e riC A n  Ch in es e

Allen Jang
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一。

It Is late octobeR and tropical, a rare evening when the Bay Area 

glows warmer than in my childhood. Song must be reminded of his first 

American home in xiàwēiyí, he calls it, or the Big Island, as if he had 

spoken both languages all his life. “Six years ago I didn’t know any 

English,” Song told me, the first time we had lunch together. I 

considered not believing him. I asked him where he lives now. “In 

Tamalpais,” he said. I stumbled over this word, foreign and not at all 

familiar. “No one gets it either,” Song laughed, and there is such ease 

in his voice that I have not heard before or since. Then—still 

smiling—he said, “Call it the I-House.” International housing, of 

course: the one place on campus where cultures often mingle. Tonight 

I stand outside Song’s apartment and hesitate, just for a moment, at 

the thrum of voices inside.

He opens at the first knock. “Come in come in,” he says, regular 

smile and left arm ushering me through the door. “How are you?”

“How are you,” I fire back, and his light shove into the hall says 

Answering my question with a question, man.

This is our way: physical banter translates.

His living room is neat, but not for long. Every available piece of 

furniture is occupied by someone Song knows; the floor is a little pond 

of crossed legs. From the balcony the sun throws its reddening light 

into the apartment, and guests have flicked on lamps to keep out the 

night. Two white cakes, crowned with summer fruit, glow on the table. 

Beside them are two boxes: 生計 Sheng Kee. I recognize these words, 

but do not know what they mean.
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二。

Linguists know it as code-switching, a person’s ability to maneuver 

between different modes of language. Like slang English and academic 

English, or both of these and Chinese.

I look amphibious. White people say to me, How are you? Chinese 

people ask, Nǐ chī le ma?

Fine. And you?

Here is the extent of my ability to converse: Nihao, chifan, bingsui, 

xiexie zaijian buyao suohua.

Thank you good-bye do not speak, please.

Each year, with mooncakes from Sheng Kee Bakery, relatives wonder 

why I am quiet. “Dǒng bù dǒng?” they ask me. “Dong, dong,” I simper. 

Always, something in my tones is not right. Their eyes fall; they click 

their tongues, glance through me to my parents. This one does not know, 

they think. He does not understand. Where is he schooled? Does he learn, have 

the discipline to learn?

He won’t, my parents avert their eyes. He doesn’t want to. And their 

own tongues click.

I can say nothing, do nothing, except squeeze my hands in shame.

三。

Haley, our mutual friend, waves from the couch. She is ringed by Song’s 

circle, two dozen faces—German, Korean, and especially Chinese. The 

room swells with accented English; here and there a snippet of foreign- 

familiar Mandarin. I am introduced as ABC, she says to the people around 

her, American Born Chinese. They turn and stare, pull at my clothes with 

their wide eyes. “Where are you born?” they ask, not quite believing. 

“You speak Chinese? You understand?”

I cage my answers behind a smile.

Then Song walks in, and the light swings to him. We all cheer; 

someone lights candles and spears them into the cakes. Haley’s voice 

is the first to rise above this sound, singing, “Zhù nǐ shēngrì kuàilè!” 

She hands out pamphlets with the words. Even the Germans join in.

I stand aside, wait my turn.
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四。

I can hardly remember when I last sang “Happy birthday” in 

Chinese. Fifteen years ago, maybe, my first and last year in Chinese 

school. The instructor dashed characters across the board: 祝你生日快乐！ 

“Qǐng chàng,” she said, waving her arms like a conductor.

Nothing more after that: if it was a birthday boy or a birthday girl, if 

we were off-pitch, if we knew a word of what we sang.

Now I look at these figures and I am not sure what I see. Only “day” 

is pictographic; the other five characters, like too many in this language, 

are logograms. “Birth” and “quick” and “fun” look nothing like birth 

or quick or fun. I am left, anxious, with these fragments of celebration.

五。

There is no liquor for truth or dare—dorm rules—so we use numbers 

instead. “We’ll go around in a circle,” Song says. “Every person counts a 

number to—” and he suggests something like ten.

“Ten! Only ten? Too little!” cries Haley.

They continue like this. Somewhere in their back-and-forth, they 

agree on twenty-seven and “Count in Chinese!” before we can ask, “In 

English?”

The Germans blanch. I laugh, but count fingers behind my back: yī, èr, 

sān, sì, sì…

The air jitters with conversation. Everyone agrees that a missed 

number demands some embarrassing truth, but no one can agree on a 

properly embarrassing dare. That is until Song, inspired, says, “Let 

them eat cake!” And he grabs a slice, plops it into a cup, and drowns it 

with soy sauce. “How about it?” he sneers in mock villainy, pushing 

this cup beneath people’s faces.

Now everyone laughs, but I am quiet.

六。

When I am asked if I can speak, I say, always, “I can count to ten. 

How about that?”

This is true. It is the one thing that has stayed these past fifteen 

n o n f i c t i o n
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years: yī; èr; sān; sì; wǔ; liù; qī; bā; jiǔ; shí. Like English—a sound for each 

number. I can even count to fourteen before I fumble, tones sliding into 

mathematical nonsense: shíwǔ, sìliù, qībā…

Each night after Chinese school, my mother ordered me to count to 

one hundred. She would hold something for ransom—playtime, dinner, 

approval. “Begin,” she said.

I remember counting. I do not remember how far.

七。

Of course I am the first to miscount.

A German says “Liù” and I, thinking Fourteen, say “Shísì.”

There is a beat—then laughing, catcalls. Song, a stunned smile on his 

face, prompts: “Truth or dare?”

What to say? I cannot count, can barely speak; have forgotten how 

to hold chopsticks, eat bones, drink tea hot and unsweet. The sparest 

memory of lion manes, cymbals, unfolding red envelopes; horse winds in 

Taipei during the typhoon months, silent years thereafter. I cannot write 

my family’s name, cannot read mine—except in English, only English, no 

codes to switch. Do I say these?

Dare. Of course, a dare.

The room watches as Song hands me the cup and claps my shoulder. 

“All you,” he says, with something like regret. Inside, soy sauce beads 

over the white slick frosting; crumbs the color of old scabs bob up and 

down. It smells of fake vanilla and fake salt. The Germans look at the 

cup as if it were alive.

Everyone is quiet.

“Cheers,” I try to smile. Then I pinch my nose and swallow it all.

八。

Later, while I nurse a glass of water, Haley catches my arm. Her voice 

is low and emphatic. “Sorry,” she says, “you lost your language.”

I squeeze my hands. Say nothing.
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tu r n i n G  ti d es

Brandi  Carroll

I swore I saw the outline of the morning sky in your eyes, 

clouds hovering over hilltops collecting in clusters around the 

orange glow of the sun rising up on fire, churning with the 

currents of the wind before parting again like the sea along the 

eastern coast, where soft waves pedal up the slopes of a sandy 

shore, curling over broken bits of shells, pieces of life no longer 

whole, gathering in abandoned piles. A beautiful collected mess.

And I could almost see through the shadowed abyss of a lonely 

evening in your heart, dimly lit by the crooked smile of a crescent 

moon, tears clinging to your lashes before falling in black rivulets, 

glistening against your skin like blinking stars that can’t hang on, 

gently streaming into pools of your hopeful tomorrows, splashing 

ripples that vibrate beneath the shaking bridge that you swore you 

wouldn’t jump from. A promise you couldn’t keep.
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she sIts In bed with her Longman idiom dictionary. Blood is thicker 

than water, she thinks, her forefinger lined on the page with all sayings 

‘B.’ Motes of dust float through the air, glanced by the morning light. 

The birds, already gone to the west side of the house, leave her room 

winter-quiet. Only the coffee machine, pattering down the hallway—Bà 

is up, emptying more cups for her to wash. There is laundry jumbled 

over the couch: white socks and underwear spread across the cushions, 

pressed khaki slacks leaning on the upholstery. Her son’s navy sweaters 

hang off the arms. Mountains of molehills, she thinks, before her son vaults 

into the room and onto the couch, which puffs gray from the impact. 

Dìdì! she could scold, but doesn’t. He keeps jumping, let the couch drop 

out under him. What comes and goes around.

“Mom, what are you thinking about?” he asks. She stares through 

her Longman. After a minute he shrugs and digs into the couch for the 

remote. Out of sight and mind, and the television buzzes with color: all 

reds, whites, and blues, a boy in a veined mask flinging himself at 

the Chrysler Building. She feels a twinge of pride, recognizing that 

scalloped crown and needle—more American than apple pie, the 

architecture captioning her alphabet exercises from West Valley 

College. But there seems always more to read. Three weeks ago her 

instructor said, Next class we will talk about idioms. So now she 

looks and looks through her Longman.

The boy in a veined mask swings with outstretched feet into 

another boy in a green demon mask. “How about a nice 

reaction shot!” he crows, and she watches her son laugh. This must 

be funny, she thinks, this schadenfreude. Another saying she is proud of, 

from an older German classmate who thought the instructor mocked 

them during speech lessons. Maybe he was not right; the instructor 

Allen Jang
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never seemed so impatient, not like her son, who would bait her when 

she came to him for help with pronunciation. Say ‘boat,’ he told her. 

And she would say ‘boat,’ correctly, and her son would snicker and 

make a shape with his hands: Butt, butt.

So when he came home from school, she would test him. Count to one 

hundred or no dinner, the spoon in her hand like a weapon. Sometimes 

he would try; he often made it to twenty-three. Go, she said, Go on. He 

would stare at her, eyes wide as pans, until she looked away toward the 

stove. Then he ran to books or the television, and had to be reminded 

to eat. Come out, she would call, Fàn zhǔhǎo le.

In a minute, he said; or silence.

So she left the dishes on the table. In one ear and out the other, her favorite 

idiom. She tells her son, In one ear and out the other. Now—dinner is cold. 

She reminds him like this, day to day: Don’t waste food. Pay attention. 

Listen. And he would say: Mom, I’m not hungry.

This response frightens her. After class one day she asks, Professor, 

how do I talk to native speakers? And he—American, busy—does not 

hear “son” in her voice. He thumps his papers together. Says: Well, start 

simple. Ask how their day went.

These are bitter pills. Like Robitussin, but harder to swallow. But 

Robitussin’s syrup, her son whines. And zang lu wan is gross. At this she 

sighs: Zhēng, not zhèng. If you didn’t get sick and skip Chinese school 

you know that. Here—

He swallows; squints.

One more, she plies him, rolling a gray pellet into his palm. His other 

palm worries a glass of water. Do I have to? he begs, and she could nearly 

pinch him—Máfan sǐ le, hurry and eat—but, instead, she tries something 

different: What do you learn yesterday?

He makes a face. Poems, he says.

Who? she asks. Listens close.

Lee Bye.

Lǐ Bái.

Silence.

Which poem? she asks.

f l a s h
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Chuang qian ming yeh guang…

Chuáng qián míng yuè guāng.

Yuè.

Good.

Yi shi di shang, shang…

Shuāng.

I don’t know, he says. I forget.

She remembers her own mother, reading Lǐ Bái under the lamp’s 

flickering moon. A lowered head, she said, thinking of home.

Now she finishes, softly,

Jǔ tóu wàng míng yuè,

Dī tóu sī gù xiāng.

Jì zhù ma? she asks. Do you?

Pause.

Yes, he says, his voice smaller. Now I remember.

Her son is laughing again, she does not know at what. She cannot ask, 

either; does not have the energy to speak across the gulf between her 

bed and the couch he is perched upon. Dìdì, she wonders, watching him. 

How small he is, how light, the morning screened through his short 

black hair. Yesterday’s words, Māma, the volume of tiny lungs a 

happy surprise. Not long before he fits into Bà’s khaki slacks, his 

bones pushing him up and away from her. She can hardly sit upright.

“Mom,” he says. It’s commercial break, and he is looking at her. 

“Mom?” he says, again. She tries to meet him halfway. Eyes are the 

windows to one’s soul, says her Longman. How odd, she thinks, how odd 

my son has American eyes.
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Ichabod KRansten was a man of routine. He loved his routine 

and he felt safe and secure because of it. He loved the order in which 

he got dressed every morning; his plain socks were always first and 

his shirt, crisp from the hanger, last.  He loved to leave for work at the 

same time after breakfast, and enjoyed the consistency of smelling the 

morning city air as soon as he stepped outside his apartment building. 

It was a seventeen-minute walk to work as long as nobody on the street 

stopped him to ask the time. He preferred to take the stairs down to 

the ground floor from his one-bedroom home when he left, and he did 

the same thing going up when he arrived to work. Hello, Mr. Kransten! 

his coworkers would say. Hello! he would say back. Good morning, Ick! 

and Good morning to you, too, he would say back, even though he did not 

like this nickname. Every morning was the same, and every day was the 

same, and every lunch break, Ichabod kept to his routine and walked 

seventeen minutes back home for a peanut butter and jelly sandwich 

and washed it down with a glass of milk.

One day in early November on his lunch break, after making a 

sandwich in his small kitchen, Ichabod poured himself his usual glass 

of milk and discovered, or thought he discovered, a smell that did not 

fit into his routine. He paused and sniffed the air in front of him. He 

waited. He sniffed the air to the side of him. He turned around and 

sniffed the air behind him, the air by the table, and then the air above 

the trash can. He decided it was nothing and reached for his sandwich. 

He could not stop thinking something was different though, and glared 

accusingly at his lunch. Ichabod took a slow sniff of his sandwich. It’s 

perfect, he thought to himself. That is perfect peanut butter. He took another 

slow sniff. Perfect raspberry jelly. His jaw closed around the sandwich for 

a small bite. Perfectly normal. The thick and sticky lunch filled his mouth 
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as he chewed, and to wash it down, he picked up his glass and prepared 

for a healthy gulp.

Just before Ichabod tipped the glass onto his lips, he paused and sniffed 

again. Immediately he pulled the glass away and turned his head. Slowly, 

he peered back into it. Could this be bad? Impossible. The date printed on the 

side of every milk carton was something he measured into his routine. 

He trusted that date. He sniffed again. What does bad milk even smell like? 

He wondered if it had always smelled like this and that maybe he had 

just never noticed. The glass of milk felt cold in his hand. It looked 

perfect. The smooth white liquid had a small cluster of perfect bubbles 

against the edge, never popping because they, too, were perfect. He 

leaned over to sniff it again, but he could not be certain if there was a 

bad smell or not. He questioned his nose.

The refrigerator door opened with a fwip and he reached in, grabbing 

the carton of milk. He adjusted the glasses on his nose as he read the 

date. “Best before Nov 17.” Today is the eleventh. There is still plenty of time 

before this milk is no longer fresh. He unscrewed the lid and tentatively in-

haled through his nose. He smelled the same milk-is-fine smell he had 

expected. Must be the glass. He grabbed a new one and poured himself 

another, fresh and perfect.

Ichabod still needed to wash down his mouthful of PB&J, so he eagerly 

lifted up the new glass of refreshment and pursed his lips. But, just in 

case, he took another investigative sniff. That smell. He could not place it, 

but he did not trust it either. He set the glass down and looked for the date 

on the carton again. “Nov 17.” The first glass of milk sat on the table next 

to his sandwich looking refreshing and inviting. The second glass, in his 

hand, called to him.

This milk could be bad. Ichabod tried to remember what bad milk smelled 

like. He tried to remember what fresh milk smelled like.  He thought for 

a moment and set down the freshly poured glass next to the sink. The 

white liquid danced and played against the sides. He lifted the carton 

again and held it over the drain, pausing to examine the sides, bottom, 

top and the corners. Better to be wasteful than sick. The milk from the carton 

filled the sink in a swirl and emptied down the drain. He emptied both 
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glasses next. Lunch breaks only lasted an hour and he would soon have 

to start back at work. He frowned in the direction of his uneaten 

sandwich. Water would have to do for now.

Ichabod finished his shift and left work for the day. The evening air 

bit against his ears. The bright neon from the corner store sign poked 

at his eyes.

“Good evening, Mr. Kransten,” the clerk said after Ichabod stepped 

through the door and the bing bong died down.

“Good evening,” he responded, more curt than usual. He shuffled 

straight to the cooler and opened the door. The milk cartons all stood at 

attention, showing their printed dates proudly as badges to prove their 

readiness. “Nov 17.” “Nov 19.” “Nov 22.” Ah. There’s the one. Ichabod 

picked up the one marked “Nov 24.” Best used by. Freshest one in the store.

Bing bong. “See you next time, Mr. Kransten!” The lights from the store 

faded behind Ichabod as he turned the corner toward his apartment 

building.

“Excuse me, sir, do you have the time?” Ichabod’s routine had already 

been disturbed enough and for the first time in his life, he kept walking 

through his answer.

“I, uh, it’s, it’s, milk.” Ichabod held up his bag containing his purchase. 

He fished around in his jacket pocket for his keys, taking the steps up 

to the building’s front door. The staircase led him up to the third floor 

as usual. His steps echoed in the empty stairwell.

Finally, Ichabod’s apartment door went kapunk behind him. The 

refrigerator door went fwip and the fresh milk plopped onto the shelf 

inside. He was already behind on his evening routine, so he spent no 

more time on the events of the day and slipped off his shoes to relax in 

his usual way.

The next morning, Ichabod’s home routine began with putting 

on his socks first and his shirt last and went as normal through to his 

seventeen-minute walk to work. Good morning, Mr. Kransten and Mornin’, 

Ick! they all said. Hello, and Good morning, to you. The office routine was 

undisturbed as well. Lunchtime arrived and Ichabod took the stairs 

down to the street level. He arrived at his apartment and prepared a 

f i c t i o n
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PB&J sandwich, eager to take a bite and wash it down with a glass of 

refreshing milk.

Nov 24. Ichabod read it to himself over and over before he tipped it 

into his glass. The cold liquid splashed into it, crisp and fresh. He put 

the milk carton back in the fridge and took a bite of his sandwich. He 

sipped his milk. He took another bite and chewed quickly. The glass of 

milk felt cold in his hand. He decided he would not sniff it. It has to be 

fresh this time. But, he sniffed it anyway, just once, to reassure himself. 

Only, this did not reassure him. He could not tell. His milk smelled like… 

something. It smells like fresh milk. Ichabod’s eyes glanced to the side as if 

someone was there to tell him he was correct. He wondered again what 

fresh milk smelled like. He wondered if this was it. Then he wondered 

what sour milk, spoiled milk, rancid milk smelled like. Strong. Spoiled milk 

smells strong. He sniffed the milk from his glass again. It smelled strong. 

He realized he had stopped chewing and slowly moved his jaw up and 

down a couple of times. No. This milk doesn’t smell strong. But it did.

Fwip. Ichabod pulled the milk carton out of the fridge and checked the 

date printed on the side. “Nov 24.” He unscrewed the lid and sniffed. 

It smelled the same as his glass of milk did. Definitely strong. But, is 

this a ‘good’ strong or a ‘bad’ strong? His stomach answered him with a 

worried growl. They could have misprinted the date. They must have 

misprinted the date! November 24 did seem like quite a ways off, 

especially compared to the others he saw on the shelves the previous 

evening. Ichabod poured both the carton and his glass down the drain.

Bing bong. “Hello again, Mr. Kransten. Back so soon?” Ichabod marched 

straight to the cooler and yanked open the door. He grabbed the first 

carton he saw. “Nov 22” was printed on the side. The clerk cocked his 

head at the purchase, but rang it up and bid Ichabod a good afternoon. 

Bing bong.

Ichabod reasoned that he had let the milk stay for too long outside of 

the cooler yesterday, so he walked faster than usual back to his apartment 

building. He took the stairs two at a time and his apartment door went 

kapunk behind him. He immediately opened his refrigerator and placed 

the new milk carton inside. There were still a few minutes to finish his 
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sandwich before he would have to walk back to work, so he took a bite 

and chewed while staring down his fridge.

He got up and poured himself a fresh glass of milk. It looked perfect, 

but it had the same smell as the ones before it: strong. Maybe it was sour. 

Maybe it was fresh. Maybe it was rancid. Ichabod could no longer tell. 

He emptied the glass down the drain and set it on the counter next to 

three empty ones, remnants of unwanted milk still blurring the side and 

bottom of each. They must be the cause of the smell. Ichabod washed them, 

and his mouth was still desperately dry. He still wanted milk. And now, 

with the dishes done and the cause of concern washed away with them, 

he got a fresh glass out of the cabinet and opened the fridge.

The fresh glass of milk in Ichabod’s hand waited and waited. It had the 

same milk smell as the others. His mouth dry and sticky, he stared at the 

refreshing contents. He lightly swirled the glass. He sniffed it closely, then 

promptly poured it into the sink. The carton of milk, “Nov 22,” gave him 

the same scent and it too went down the drain.

Ichabod skipped three steps at a time on his way down the stairs. 

“Excuse me, sir, do you have the time?” But Ichabod didn’t even hear the 

question and turned the corner. Bing bong. The clerk saw him but didn’t 

say anything. Ichabod went straight to the cooler and began unscrewing 

lids. Sniff, put it back. Sniff, put it back. Wait, sniff again. Nope. Put it 

back.  These are all fine. These are all bad. Ichabod couldn’t tell. Everything 

smelled the same.

“Can I help you?” Ichabod turned to see the clerk standing there.

“Do you have any spoiled milk?” A lid fell onto the floor.

“What? Mr. Kransten, all of our products are fresh.”

Ichabod was rearranging milk cartons, forgetting where he had left 

off. “Yes, but it’s all spoiled, isn’t it?” He thrust an opened carton of milk 

under the clerk’s nose.

“Mr. Kransten, it smells perfectly normal to me. Are you o–?”

“Yes, yes. I know it. But I can’t tell. I can’t tell.” Ichabod placed the 

carton into the clerk’s hands and power-walked out the door. Bing bong.

He had to go straight to work. He moved at one speed below a run 

toward the stairs of his work building. The elevator might be quicker. The 

f i c t i o n
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doors calmly opened to reveal a brightly lit box with no occupants. 

Ichabod hopped inside and pressed the number.

The inside of the elevator doors matched the walls: white. The 

fluorescent lights flickered as the elevator slowly climbed up and beads of 

sweat streamed down. Ichabod stared at the lit-up button. It was yellow 

compared to the rest of the elevator interior. The ceiling was white. The 

floor was white. His shoes were brown. The milk couldn’t have all been bad. 

Just the milk I got yesterday was bad. The rest of the milk smells the same. All 

the milk is bad. He had to go back. He couldn’t let that store sell bad milk. 

He had to do something. And he had to get out of this elevator. He took 

the stairs back down.

Bing bong. Ichabod opened the cooler door and took an armful of milk 

cartons out. He shouldered his way through the restroom door and 

poured them down the drains. The cooler door swung open again and 

he scooped another armful.

“Mr. Kransten! What are you doing!”

“I can’t let you sell sour milk. All the dates are wrong. It’s all 

sour. All of it.”

The stunned clerk froze momentarily, then shook out of it and reached 

in vain for the milk cradled in Ichabod’s arms. The restroom door swung 

closed behind them both and he watched as Ichabod began pouring his 

merchandise down the drain. “Stop! Please! Mr. Kransten, stop!” His 

customer ignored the pleas and mumbled as each carton was discarded 

into a pile on the floor.

Ichabod yanked at the cooler door for the next round but the clerk’s 

hand firmly pushed it shut. “You must go! You must leave!”

“The milk—”

“You must go!”

The milk, it is all bad milk. The milk.

“Leave now!” Ichabod realized he was outside when the breeze hit 

his face and the bing bong of the door simultaneously woke him. He 

was already marching to another store.

The supermarket was just a few blocks away. Ichabod entered 

unnoticed and found the dairy center. Bright lights shone down on the 
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yogurts and the cheeses. The milk was lit up like a beacon. Nov 17. Nov 

19. Nov 20. He grabbed them all. The restroom door swung closed and 

he ignored the sign outside that read, “Please no merchandise in the 

restrooms. Thank you.” Ichabod opened each carton to smell it. 

Strong. Bad. Sour. Pour it out. He went for more and repeated the action, 

emptying every drop down the drain. He watched the horrible, 

pristine liquid disappear. Before the supermarket employees were 

alerted that there was no milk on any of the shelves, Ichabod was 

already out of the store and making his way to the next.

Cars drove past and swerved to avoid Ichabod. Red lights and 

intersections were just obstacles, not rules. The next store chimed as 

he went in. There was no restroom, so Ichabod took the milk out to the 

gutter to empty it all there. Inside, the store clerk leaned over the counter 

and yelled into the phone. “I don’t know! He won’t say anything and he 

is just pouring out all the milk! I don’t know what to do!”

That’s right. All the milk. It’s all bad. It’s all sour. I’m going to pour it all out. 

Ichabod realized then that he needed to stop it at its source. If it is all fresh, 

then they are producing bad milk. They are doing it on purpose. Ichabod looked 

up the nearest dairy farm. Thirty-two miles outside of town. He could 

make it before dark.

Ichabod darted across the street where some parked cars sat 

unwatched. He’d seen it done in the movies, but he had no idea how to 

actually hotwire one, let alone how to break inside. He heard footsteps 

and a jingle of keys behind him and scrambled immediately toward 

the sound.

The woman had just enough time to pull open her car door before the 

lanky man crashed into her. “I’m sorry,” he said quickly without helping 

her up, “but the milk, it’s all bad! I have to go!” She was too shocked to 

react and sat back speechless as Ichabod closed the driver door and 

cranked the engine over. He was still exclaiming in muffled theatrics 

as he peeled away from the curb, one hand on the wheel, the other still 

attempting to signal his explanation and apology. The woman watched 

the car disappear out of the city.

The car flew down the highway. Ichabod’s hair was disheveled and his 

f i c t i o n
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glasses were skewed on his face, and the glare from the setting sun began 

to bore into his eyes. He fumbled his way through the glove box without 

looking. Rummaging through the stuffing of receipts, his fingers probed 

around pens and a pistol until they grasped sunglasses. The pair slid 

onto his nose, awkwardly hanging over his own glasses. He punched 

the gas.

The gravel access road into the dairy farm popped and scratched 

underneath the tires as Ichabod turned onto it. A sign along the path 

read: “Fresh Milk Daily!” Mockery. He pulled into a space next to some 

large gray buildings that stretched out over the flat terrain. There 

were no workers around and the smell of manure and alfalfa spurred 

Ichabod deeper into his mission.

Door after door remained locked, and Ichabod mazed his way into the 

compound searching for unsecured entry into the buildings. He could 

hear cows in the near distance and kept trying corridors and pulling on 

handles. Finally a door clicked loose. He pried it open to reveal a dirt 

ground, zig-zagging gates and enclosures for the mooing animals. He 

did not see any milk, but he stumbled at an angle toward the cows and 

studied them. This smell. It can’t be good for the production of milk. It can’t 

be good for these cows. The source is foul. The cows are the source. The smell 

and the source are the same. The milk. Convinced, he ran back to the car 

and opened the glove box.

Ichabod’s arm wavered as he held the gun against the cow’s 

forehead. He had smelled the milk, he had tasted the milk, and he had 

been pouring milk out all day. He became acutely aware of the rancid 

liquid that had splashed onto his clothes. It smelled strong. He knew 

it was bad. And this was how to stop it. He imagined the bad milk he 

had drank earlier growing into chunky bubbles inside his stomach. 

His stomach heated up and began to ache. His arm ached. His stomach 

ached. Ichabod began to heave. Sweat beaded on the end of his nose. 

His gut involuntarily squeezed and the gun went off.

The cow shook violently for just a moment and slumped down 

against the metal gate. The crack of the pistol echoed against the sheet 

metal walls and roof and the other cows, now alert, shifted in the pens. 
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Ichabod’s hand felt full of numb needles. He hustled over to another 

cow and said the same prayer with his stomach. The cow jerked and fell 

and the mooing in the building increased to air-raid levels.

Ichabod ran out of shots. Blood and mucus speckled his face and 

glasses, his shirt, and his hands. Dead and panicking cows filled the air 

with stink and sound that drowned out his own heavy breathing. He ran 

toward the exit knowing there was still more he could do. There were 

more cows to stop. There was more milk he could stop. He needed to. 

He had to. I have to burn it all down.

Ichabod revved the engine to red. He aimed for a cluster of tanks 

and meters. They grew in size as the car got closer to the target. The 

explosion will stop it all. But they weren’t tanks of gasoline or propane 

or anything explosive. They were water meters set against a concrete 

wall. Ichabod slammed into them head-on. He blacked out as the air-

bags deployed and the last thing he saw were huge blobs of curdled milk 

surrounding him.

Ichabod awoke in a bright room with a massive headache and 

numbness throughout his body. He tried to move, but lacked any strength. 

His eyes crept open and witnessed horror. No. No. Not this. Anything but 

this. He was covered in milk. His body was submerged and wrapped in 

milk and it enveloped his forehead and chin. The walls were milk. The 

ceiling was milk. The floor was milk. Ichabod Kransten was a speck 

of human in a world of milk.

A milk door opened and two milk people came in. They went to either 

side of Ichabod and felt for his milk arms and his milk legs. One of them 

leaned toward Ichabod’s face and shined a milk light into his eye. The 

milk people spoke in milk sounds and he tried to respond. This cannot be. 

Ichabod tried to speak but only silent milk bubbles came out. The milk 

people left through the same milk door they had come in and Ichabod 

was alone. The milk covering his body felt cold. Then it felt colder. It 

covered his neck, his chin, his forehead. He sank deeper. His cheeks, 

his eyes…

f i c t i o n
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Sallie Mae was born in a diseased butthole,

On the banks of a maggot-infested Florida swamp.

I really can’t overstate how putrid it was.

Just pure garbage.

Her eyes were the color of hepatitis.

Her voice was like broken glass.

She ate abandoned childhood dreams,

And the freedoms of the lower class.

The Devil once tried to calm her down,

He said, “Hey lady, you’re killing ‘em off too fast.”

So she spat in his eye, and kicked dirt on his cloven hooves.

And she grabbed him by the shoulders and

Smashed her face into his until her nose bled.

And she said, “Look at me, look—

Are you looking?

I am Satan,

Now.”

And that was the last time anyone ever saw Satan alive.

I think he might have killed himself, guys.

A bathtub, a razor, a casket, a box

I hear he even gave prayer a shot!

But God was just too busy helping housewives

Find really good parking spots.

Brianna Verdugo

th e  bA l l A d  o f  sA l lie  mA e
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At night if you’re really quiet you

Can still hear her sing her song.

About how the poor should just knock it off already.

They have bootstraps, don’t they?

And Sallie wipes her ass

With humanities degrees

And she laughs,

And sings,

“Y’all shoulda gone into engineering

If you wanted a livable wage.

Don’t you know the day

And age?

We don’t want critical thinking.”
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my fIve-yeaR-old eyes must’ve created an optical illusion. I 

remember the field next to our apartment in Fairborn, Ohio, being 

larger than an ocean—the weight of my imagination making the field 

so vast in my mind. Every year the grass in the field grew as tall as 

wheat, imitating the same dehydrated brown color. Salena and Jennifer 

waded through with moderate ease, the grass brushing the underside 

of their arms. I trailed behind my sisters—still not as tall— 

following their bobbing brown plaits of hair and flapping arms. Our 

hair always hung right above our bottoms with heavy, straight bangs 

hovering around our eyebrows; frugality reigned at the top of Mom’s 

list of important life rules, and simple hair cuts were easy for the 

daughter of a hairdresser. Later on, Mom would tell me the three of 

us were often mistaken for triplets—matching brown hair and eyes, 

smattering of freckles, our Puerto Rican skin in the summer, pale 

European skin in the winter. I always wondered how people could 

mistake us for triplets. Having two years between Jen and I, and 

another two for Salena, we were never the same height growing up. 

And the older we got, the less similar we looked, but in those days, 

we probably resembled a line of fuzzy brown ducklings trailing 

behind our mother or waddling through the field, playing whatever 

games came to mind.

Hide-and-seek was always interesting because I could hide 

better than anyone, being the youngest and smallest. I crawled 

around where the brown roots hid and the grass loomed above until 

someone tripped over me, or they gave up and crowned me victorious. 

Or we’d be on a mission with Nausicaä and Asbel, creeping through 

the treacherous Toxic Jungle to reach Pejit. Beyond our field lay a 

junkyard littered with dead mobile homes and cars, a torn trampoline, 

Victor ia  Quistgaard
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a rusty swing set. Sporadic tufts of dry grass thrust themselves into 

the already desolate scene. Mom didn’t worry about us playing in the 

junkyard—what else was there to do when the same battered toys and 

VHS tapes stared at us everyday? Those were winter games anyway, ones 

that kept our limbs from the frostbitten cold. We tore through 

cardboard with our safety scissors, taped together walls and chairs and 

beds, scribbled bright colors in crayon or marker, all for the tattered 

dolls. All in the confines of our apartment. But there, in our field, in 

the sun and air—there, the truth cowered beneath our imaginations; 

there, we discovered Pejit was destroyed by enormous bug-like beasts 

from the Toxic Jungle, so we searched and salvaged for supplies before 

heading back to base. Once, Salena smashed her thumb in the rickety 

screen door of a mobile home during a mission. The nail ripened to the 

deep purple of a plum, then fell off.

Sometimes we were wounded in battle.

At the beginning of summer, a city worker, or another tenant, or 

the landlord would mow our field, leaving the corpses of our spring 

games behind. But we raked the heaps of grass into a larger pile 

and began our summer games, crafting outlines of what we 

thought were gargantuan houses. The grass portioned into long, 

medium handfuls, we placed each group in different-length lines with 

various ninety-degree angles that mapped like a blueprint. In each 

home, we never shared bedrooms and took turns playing mom. Or 

we’d be different people—playing fake lives in our real ones like 

improv actors.

“OK, girls. It’s time for bed,” Salena cooed, trying to trick us into our 

king-sized grass outlines. She often played the adult so she could boss 

us around, sans repercussions.

“But Mom!” I cried, dragging out the O’s. 

“We’re still watching the movie!” Jen forged a deep scowl and 

crossed her arms so quick she punched her armpits, a slight thud 

resounding.

“We have a long day of driving tomorrow,” our pretend mother 

n o n f i c t i o n
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lectured with a bouncing finger for backup. “Now get in bed, or you 

won’t get your allowance for the trip.”

But sometimes we were birds and our field a tree. We flitted back 

and forth gathering supplies, molding the grass into a giant nest, 

protecting our clutch. We taught each other how to fly, how to find 

food—to fend for ourselves.

What else was there to do?  

And sometimes we crafted an office blueprint to be business owners, 

so we could own all the colossal apartment buildings on the lot. Five 

double-stacked slate blue buildings—with barn-red front doors, and 

wooden paths and stairs to rival Rue Foyatier—divided the top five 

families from the bottom five. We were going to use our money to 

repair the chipped and peeling paint; install unbroken windows; 

replace the bloated, warped wooden stairs; put in an Olympic-sized pool, 

fill in the gaping hole where a sixth building once stood; and knock 

down the dilapidated seventh apartment in the distance. When it rained, 

the hole filled. So, we swam in the muddy water and splashed each other 

with it. We pretended the water was clear—maybe because we thought 

it would make us better, cleaner—but in the end, how much power does 

imagination actually have? If we pretend long enough, will we come 

out clean? Will the water be pure if we dream hard enough? Or will 

we disappoint ourselves through our dreaming?

We made so many things happen in that field: we battled; we flew; we 

built. We were fearless. That field gave me more than it did my sisters, 

though. It wasn’t just a place of fearless imagination, it was the setting 

of my first life experience.

In the spring when the grass was still tall, I met the first boy who 

caused a strange upheaval in my stomach. Every time I got close to him, 

I became shy, hiding behind my sisters or crouching in the grass and 

spying. I didn’t know what to do, or why this odd behavior bloomed, 

but I knew I wanted to be close to him.

One evening, the sunset burned, emanating an orange glow onto 

Q u i s t g a a r d
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my field. Perhaps I was on my way home from another adventure or 

I’d seen him from my bedroom window, but the boy I liked was 

kicking a ball around the field. A small fluttering in my belly urged 

me toward him.

“Hi.”

“Hey,” he said, looking at the ball wandering underneath and between 

his feet. 

“Cool ball,” I almost shouted. “Can I kick it?” 

“Sure.” The ball seemed to gain girth as it propelled in my direction, 

distorted by nerves. In his presence, the nerves enveloped me, blinded me, 

and I panicked. My foot swung without my eye’s permission. I tripped 

into him, the ball flying out of sight, and arms wrapped around my tiny 

shoulders, keeping me from eating dry grass.

While in his arms, the fluttering flared in my stomach again—a 

churning kaleidoscope. The sensation drove me forward, smashing 

my lips into his. Maybe he blinked in shock for a moment, or maybe he 

didn’t even pause before his fist drove into my eye.

The field and the boy disappeared for an eternity of darkness as the 

pain poured throughout my face. But action charged my brain, clearing 

my stunned moment so my knee could crash into his balls. I watched 

the boy I liked crumple and fall like another blade of grass.

My actions may have been impetuous—a quality I still retain—but 

violence was not the expected reaction. I didn’t stick around, nor did 

I speak to the boy again. At home, I sat on a squishy plastic cushion 

attached to a flimsy rust-dotted metal frame, and waited for a cure to 

my throbbing face. Mom took a raw steak from the fridge, pressed it 

to my eye.

“It’s cold. I don’t like it.”

“It’ll help the swelling and bruising,” Mom said. 

“I still don’t like it.”  

“What happened?” She blurted, used to strange cuts and bruises 

appearing on her daughters after a trip to our field. 

“I kissed a boy.” My candor never wavered. “But I guess he 

didn’t like it.”
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“What am I gonna do with you, Victoria?” 

“Nothing. I took care of it. I hurt his precious area with my knee.” My 

non-meat covered eye never broke contact with her gray pair. Bloody 

water dripped down my cheek, and I swiped it away, rubbing it on 

my pants. “I can take care of myself, Mom.”
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I’ve recruited only the best of Sleuths to dissect your peculiarly 

shaped mind. They’ve discovered unfinished poetry in typewritten ink. 

Some about your bastard father and some about beams of warmth over 

cerulean blue oceans. Some regarding the fragrance of decaying 

pumpkins at fall’s end and how it feels to fall in love on a Tuesday. 

They’ve discovered wanderlust wedged in between ventricles. A lust 

roaring through the chatter about Germany’s finest beer and how it 

would feel to stand still in the middle of Shibuya Crossing. They’ve 

discovered memories like the time you were so intoxicated you knocked 

over your mother’s aged Sauvignon that bled through your blouse 

and stained your satin skin, mimicking the color of your flushed 

cheeks. Strange indeed, it is. That I’ve recruited the best of Sleuths to 

dissect your mind and was astonished to learn that I was nowhere to be 

found.

Kamillah Mendoza

Go n e  mis si n G
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Jeff gazed aRound the room. There was a strange silence against 

an overwhelming level of chaos. Bottles, glasses, shoes, and clothing 

littered the floors. Blood and vomit decorated the walls and furniture. 

Some other mystery fluids soaked into the couches, maybe spilled 

drinks, maybe worse. Jeff looked down at the gaudy glass tables, now 

covered in powder and crumbs and residue. His head throbbed, his 

stomach ached. This, he thought, is why he stopped partying.

The night before could charitably be called a blur. Devin was in 

town only for the night, and Jeff definitely wanted to see him, but could 

hardly have predicted a Vegas-level penthouse party. Jeff, with 

difficulty, stood up from the formerly all-white sofa and tried to find 

his friend. He nearly tripped on two people in the first three steps away 

from the couch. People he didn’t recognize were passed out all around 

him. Girls wearing little to no clothes, guys with dicks sharpied all over 

their faces. The smell of lukewarm beer and ungodly body odor was 

not helping Jeff’s headache.

Across the room, Jeff found a man at least twice his age sitting at 

a table, rolling a joint. Jeff’s watch read 7:13 AM; he wondered why 

anyone would be up this early, or maybe this late. Was he somehow 

on the set of the next Hangover movie? Powering through his blurring 

vision, Jeff made his way around the rest of the apartment wreckage, 

finally into the only closed-off room in the entire suite: the bathroom. 

Not at all surprised, Jeff stepped over a guy who had clearly been 

puking all night. He splashed some water on his face and stared at the 

graffiti-tagged mirror. “Why…” he said to his reflection. He wanted 

nothing more than a time machine, or a do-over button. He needed 

to make last night disappear. Jeff wished to replace the drinking, the 

drugs, the dancing, the fighting with the next episode of House of Cards 

Mat t  Biundo
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on Netflix. He was almost done with the season, and lying in bed and 

petting his cat sounded like a much better alternative than whatever he 

could remember of the shit show the night before.

Leaving the bathroom, Jeff contemplated breakfast. Maybe that would 

help his hangover, but maybe it would make him sick. Either way, he had 

to find Devin, and they had to get the hell out of—wherever they were. 

Carefully avoiding the broken glass on the floor of the kitchen, Jeff helped 

himself to a cup of water. He remembered his buddy’s surefire rules 

for a hangover cure: water, coffee, food, shower, and time. Jeff always 

hated that last one.

Jeff stared off into the distance, thinking about what he was going to 

say to Devin. He told his pal he didn’t want to do anything too crazy. 

He was ready to blame Devin for the whole night, good or bad—though 

mostly bad, he assumed. Jeff was startled when a hand grabbed his 

shoulder, shaking him out of his momentary daze.

“Duuude,” Devin said to Jeff, with squinted eyes and a childish grin. 

“What a night, man!”

“Come on, bro, let’s get out of here.” From a few feet away, the foul 

odor emanating from Devin’s mouth seemed to smack Jeff in the face. 

Jeff looked down and realized Devin wasn’t even wearing any pants. 

Devin hadn’t changed a bit since college, Jeff thought. He braced himself 

for whatever story Devin would tell him about the girl, or girls, that he 

slept with a few hours earlier. Or worse, Devin would probably try to give 

him a hug. Jeff was always amazed at Devin’s stamina, and even now, 

at thirty-one, Devin was still every bit the party hound he always was.

The two of them gathered their stuff—or at least what they could find, 

since Jeff was somehow missing a sock, and Devin’s phone was MIA. 

They walked out of the penthouse apartment and closed the door on the 

lunacy behind them. At this point in their lives, Jeff didn’t know when 

the next time he would see Devin would be. His old college roommate 

now lived three states away, with a wife and daughter and six-figure 

salary. Jeff couldn’t decide if he envied or pitied his friend, or maybe a 

little of both. He didn’t care that Devin would tease him about how he’s 

mellowed out. You gotta live a little, bro! Like old times! Jeff cringed a little 
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at just that thought. The days of red Solo cups and bottom-shelf booze six 

nights a week were far into Jeff’s rear-view mirror. Devin, meanwhile, 

had the same ego that turned him into a party legend a decade ago. 

It was remarkable, Jeff thought, how vastly different their paths in 

life were.

The two old friends stepped out into the bright early morning, 

squinting at the sun reflecting off the pavement. They didn’t say anything 

to each other as they walked to Jeff’s car. They were both surprised that 

it had no ticket after finding it parked diagonally in a handicap spot. It 

was quarter-to-eight now, and Jeff decided he would take Devin to the 

airport a couple hours early.
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as I walK down the hallway to third period, I see a sea of 

freshmen trying so desperately to fit in that they take every chance to 

ridicule the unordinary. The afternoon roast begins with simple name 

calling: “Sandnigger…Bing-bing…Wetback…Kunta Kinte…” Mrs. 

Smith once told me that this high school is probably one of the most 

diverse institutions in all of Oakland. That’s true, but what she forgot 

to mention was that it’s also the most segregated school in the country. 

Anybody can see the clusters of colored kids divided and trickled out 

into pockets of open space throughout the campus. This division is 

amplified during lunch, when the white kids are seen eating in 

classrooms; the blacks are across the street at the corner store using 

their five finger discounts; the Hispanics are in the parking lot 

racing for pink slips; the Asians are on the side of campus where they’re 

tagging up empty walls; and finally the A-rabs are discreetly in the 

back of the campus selling Licorice, Slim Jims, and other convenient 

store products. There’s even division within each racial group: Christian 

whites can’t date Jewish whites; dark-skinned blacks feel light-skinned 

blacks aren’t black enough; Mexicans feel like Puerto Ricans are too 

black; Vietnamese hate the Chinese because they see them as lower class; 

and the A-rabs argue over whose dialect of Arabic is more proper. All 

of this is beneath me, though. I don’t care because I have finally figured 

how to navigate the trenches of reality. I have learned how to address my 

overbearing Yemeni parents, I have learned how to litigate with my 

white teachers for the sake of an A+, and finally I have learned how 

to balance working in the store and school.

BBRRIINNGG! The bell to third period has rung and I’m officially 

late. The last thing I want to do is jeopardize my credibility as a student. 

At this point I’m frantically running to portable L5 while at the same 

Mohamed Algar mi
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time thinking of some half-baked excuse as to why I was late. The truth 

is I was once again lost in my own thoughts while analyzing the motives 

of my peers. I zip past the stoners who stay strung out by the basketball 

courts, I avoid Coach Jackson and his lectures on punctuality, and lastly 

I dodge Mr. Sheen and his PE class before finally arriving to Mrs. Smith’s 

Advanced English class. I walk in five minutes late. Before I can even 

begin to utter some crackpot excuse, Mrs. Smith simply gives me the 

stink eye as I proceed to my desk.

“Today, class, we will be finishing up our unit on Things Fall Apart,” she 

said. Mrs. Smith continued with her lecture: “Remember now, the prompt 

that you’ll be answering in the form of a persuasive speech is, ‘Why 

did the protagonist commit suicide?’ Your speech must include textual 

evidence from the novel itself as well as research-based textual evidence 

that supports your claim. Now we’ve been working on this speech for 

quite some time through numerous revisions; therefore, today is the last 

day to revise or ask clarifying questions before tomorrow’s due date. 

With that said, utilize the next thirty minutes to work on your speech 

and then we will come back as a class for concluding statements.”

I love Mrs. Smith’s approach. She trusts us with the task at hand and 

then gives us actual time in class to work on our craft. I have finished the 

speech days ago, so at this point I’m just sharing my speech with a few of 

my peers. I quickly turn to Linda, who sits behind me, to share my speech 

and she modestly listens with open ears. As I’m reciting my speech, I 

start to notice little things about her: Linda’s subtle dimples appear only 

when she smiles hard enough; her blonde curls almost seem golden in the 

right lighting; and her freckles are lightly sparkling in the sunlight that’s 

shining from the portable’s only window. I finish reciting my speech 

and Linda simply says: “It is marvelous, dear, simply marvelous!” Linda 

always had a quirky personality, so I didn’t question if her remarks 

were genuine. Her response was perfect. She was probably one of the 

smartest students in Mrs. Smith’s Advanced English class, so I was 

enamored that she approved of my speech. The two of us begin to stray 

off topic and discuss politics, religion, and music, as we usually do.

“Okay class, time’s up!” Mrs. Smith exclaims. Half an hour seems like 
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five minutes when talking to Linda. I turn my attention away from her, 

as the class reunites for a final discussion about the novel’s resolution. 

Our class debates back and forth as to why Okonkwo killed himself: 

“Globalization is to blame…Gender stereotypes killed him…Racism is 

the core problem…” The bell rings and third period comes to an end. Mrs. 

Smith dismisses us with reminders about tomorrow’s speech and other 

upcoming assignments.

“Osamaaaaaaa…Osamaaaaaaa…” A mysterious, seductress voice rang 

in my ear. I look for her voice, but see emptiness. Everything is black 

around me. I’m surrounded by nothing, yet I still hear the voice calling 

me: “Osamaaaaaaa…Osamaaaaaaa…” she says again. This time I see an 

opening followed by a bright light. I follow this heavenly light because 

it seems directly correlated to the enchantress’ voice. The light leads me 

to an empty classroom. The classroom is placid and plain. No posters, 

no classroom procedures, no dry erase board writings, no bell schedules, 

not even desks can be found in this unadorned domain. Then an eerie 

feeling overwhelms me as I’m touched by a soft hand on my back 

shoulder. I quickly turn around and realize it’s her: Linda, the 

seductress. Her hair is golden, her skin is milky, and her smile is 

radiant. The girl says nothing. She simply takes off her clothes in front 

of me. I’m embarrassed to look, but I continue gazing almost as if my 

eyes are going to pierce right through her body. Linda proceeds with this 

strange ritual by taking off my clothes. Still remaining silent, she uses 

her eyes to order me to touch myself. I’m spellbound, so I do what she 

commands. I then try to touch her body, but she refuses my advances 

by slapping my hand away. I’m embarrassed, so I cry. She’s in control, so 

she laughs. That’s when I wake up.

I wake up in a puddle of shame. I’m far too old to still be urinating in 

my sleep, but this time it was different. I never dreamed about a girl in 

this manner, especially a girl I highly respect. Either way, at this point I 

have to dispose of the evidence. I head to the laundry room before any of 

my siblings or parents wake up. I do a quick load unbeknownst to any 

of my family members. The wet clothes and sheets are now dry, and I 
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have a smirk on my face as if I had just gotten away with murder. At this 

point, I have enough time now to eat breakfast and watch TV before I 

have to drop off my little brothers and sisters at school. The morning 

pilgrimage to three different schools may seem daunting at first, but I’ve 

grown immune to this adult responsibility.

The hardwood flooring in the kitchen is ice cold on my bare feet. I 

struggle to reach for the Cocoa Pebbles cereal on top of the fridge. I pull 

out the 2% milk from the fridge and begin to pour it into my cereal bowl. 

The milk quickly turns chocolatey brown. The excitement of having 

chocolate milk for breakfast is enticing, and I can barely contain myself 

at this point. I quickly park myself in the middle of the carpeted living 

room, right in front of the big screen TV. I sit down with my legs crossed, 

Indian-style, holding a bowl of cereal in one hand and the remote in 

the other hand. I turn on the TV, looking for morning cartoons: Recess, 

Beast Wars, Digimon, but to no avail, because I can’t find anything I like. 

Instead, the channels have been hijacked by some burning building in 

New York. The headlines echo on all the channels: “NYC is under attack”; 

“A second airplane has just crashed into the second tower”; “The 

towers have fallen”; “The Pentagon is under attack”; “Palestinians are 

celebrating in the streets.” I didn’t pay much attention to this 

breaking news. I thought to myself, cities, countries, and people are 

always under attack. I mean, just last night my family and I were 

watching clips of Palestinian civilians being massacred by Israeli soldiers 

on Al-Jazeera. I came to the conclusion that Israel is performing genocide 

because they are targeting women and children as well as sustainable 

institutions like hospitals, schools, and banks. Even Linda and many 

of my other non-A-rab peers have agreed with me on this manner in 

the past.

Again lost in my own thoughts, I quickly realize that my entire family 

is sitting in the living room watching the news in awe and horror. My 

father, who is still hungover, decides it’s safer to drive me and my 

siblings to school today. I’m dumbfounded by his decision. My father 

never drives us to school. I’m terrified at the fact that my father is terrified 

for me and the rest of his kids. Since I’m the oldest child, I’m the last one 
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to be dropped off. As we drive up to the school, something seems 

different. The campus seems cold and unwelcoming. Its flaws of 

division seem distinctly heightened today. I reassure myself that this 

is my sanctuary. My school is an establishment of education. Yes, it is 

flawed and corrupt like every other institution in Oakland, but it still 

provides a way out if I play by the rules that were not meant for me and 

my kind. I grow worrisome and my drunken father notices this. His 

response is more horrifying and contradicting than his silence: “Okay 

Osama, if anybody asks, just say you’re not Arabiee. Okay?” He said it 

so confidently, as if he has practiced this ritual of denying one’s faith 

and culture routinely. My father continues: “Oh, and say ‘Bismallah wa 

alla Allah.’” The car stops and I open up the minivan’s sliding side door. 

I look at my father, confused. He has a broken smile and says: “I’ll pick 

you up after school, so just wait in front of campus for me at 3:30… 

Okay?” I nod and close the door.

The effect of the towers has now hit me.
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in n e r  th ot s

Lorraine Go mez

Why do I like the smell of money? Why do I like how it feels? I find 

acceptance in the wrinkles of bills and it has always ensured me 

that infatuation will walk through those doors, leaving commitment 

on the curb. Maybe I like it because I can throw it away faster than 

people throw me away. Or is it because I find a thrill in never 

having the same bill twice? I could break a hundred dollar bill easy but 

a dollar, not so much. A one has been through more than you think, 

building up resistance along the way. Night after night, inhaling tiny 

mountains of white dust and facing the reality that it has once again 

been rejected from a vending machine. It tends to find itself in the 

bottom of people’s bags—forgotten. The corners bent and slightly torn 

with tiny scribbles here and there. But a hundred has graced marble 

countertops and gold money clips. It has seen the inside of a casino 

and sparkled in the lights. You always check if a hundred is real, but 

no one ever takes the time to check a dollar. The one gets used time 

and time again, gets tossed around like leftover change and yet, it’s 

still here.
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It’s excItIng. Even though I’d been here more times than I can 

count, this was the first time my siblings and I could go beyond—not 

just linger outside the high, black railing that enclosed the swimming 

pool. Exciting, because it’d been two whole years since I’d been in any 

pool. That’s a lot for a ten-and-a-half year old; it’s like a fifth of my life. 

The familiar “City of Lakewood Palms Park” sign greeted our entry 

into the parking lot this unbearably sticky summer morning. I always 

liked this park because it had a huge baseball diamond that smelled 

of freshly cut grass, settled everywhere in the air. The fancy gazebos 

were perfect to play in if the playgrounds were too full.

“That was too expensive. What were you thinking?” I heard my mom 

trying to say softly to my dad up in the passenger seat of our beat-up 

olive minivan.

“It wasn’t that much. We’ll be fine,” he said as he put the car in park. 

The engine went dead. There was a breath of scorn. Everyone else 

jumped out of the car.

“No, that’s what you always say and next thing you know we’re 

in the same damn spot we were in last week. A membership? Just 

to get into the goddamn rec center? I don’t understand how you 

cannot comprehend the idea of saving money. You always go off 

and—”

“Don’t fucking bring all that up. Always bringing up the past. You 

never know what to bitch about. If it’s not this thing, it’s that thing 

I’m doing wrong.”

“Because you do everything wrong. This, all this shit we’re in, we’re 

in because of you, you piece of—”

I was the last one out of the car after pulling my little sister from 

her booster seat, and I made myself turn my attention away from my 
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parents. I’d learned to try not to listen to them arguing because it only 

ruined my mood and made me think about things I didn’t want to 

think about. Adult things. Finance things. Angry, why-don’t-you-go- 

fuck-yourself-then things.

We kids were out in the back of the car, fishing through the piles of 

clothes we had back there for what oversized T-shirts and shorts we could 

use as swimwear. We were making a mess and knew we’d get in trouble 

but our excitement stopped us all from caring. After my older sister ran 

ready towards the direction of the pool, she yelled back, “Ha-ha!” and 

stuck out her tongue, leaving me in charge to get all the stuff together 

for my little brother and sister. I flipped her off.

“Hurry, hurry!” I commanded them, gathering all the towels and 

extra sets of clothes we’d need.

“I don’t wanna wear this one,” pouted my brother at his shirt.

“I don’t care! Hurry up and change so we can get in the water already!”

“But I don’t wanna wear it!” His face looked like he had just eaten 

sour candy.

“Come on, you’re gonna get it wet anyway. Just put it on.” I was 

exasperated. I was close to punching him. I got my little sister ready 

and while waiting on my brother, I could hear my parents now at each 

other’s throats.

“No, fuck you! Fuck you! You son of a bitch!”

“It’s always the same shit with you. Just die already!”

I rolled my eyes angrily and grabbed my siblings, dragging them 

with me as they struggled to keep up.

“We’re gonna be at the pool!” I yelled at my parents without looking 

at them. After we got no response, I realized they didn’t even know we 

were there.

A day later, we had the membership cancelled and went back to 

the old park we usually spent our days in. I noticed there were a lot 

of men lingering around the main section of the park that was the 

picnic area. Somewhere that’s supposed to be festive and full of life was 

instead somber in every meaning of the word and smelled of urine. 
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It was an eyesore of huddled figures, smoking and drinking out of cans 

wrapped in brown paper bags. 

Every time my older sister and I would walk there, they would 

make all sorts of sounds and noises, even though they knew we were 

Antwon’s daughters. The meaning escaped me then. My dad was 

one of the masses, at times, when he wasn’t at The Gardens Casino, 

the enormous structure that flashed in neon pink letters. Hawaiian 

Gardens, Lakewood, Cypress, it was all the same little vortex where 

all those cities met.

“I can feel it. I’ll win big tonight. I’ll buy us all a big nice hot meal. 

We’ll go out. It’ll be great, it’ll be great,” said my dad’s hungry eyes. I’d 

heard that so often, I didn’t really expect much except what was left of 

yesterday’s leftovers. “Just $20, that’s all I need. That’s all I need to play. 

I got this, you know I got this tonight.” He turned to me. “Right, 

Babygirl? You know your big strong dad’s gonna beat all those suckers 

at the table. Then you’ll see. Maybe I’ll even get you that bike you liked 

so much at the Goodwill. You’ll like that, right, Baby? Right?”

I pulled away from him. “Yeah.” 

And off every time he went, he never looked back. 

The gargantuan white figure of the casino always scared me. It was 

like it sucked up my dad every night; the outline of him against those 

flashing lights made him into some sort of monster you’d find under the 

bed. Sapear, he calls it. It roughly translates into “observe,” but that’s the 

least of what he does. “I’mma go sapear,” he says, once the night starts 

setting around us. That phrase is the only way I ever recognize his 

voice nowadays.

 I was bound by the end of the parking lot of the casino where, 

oddly enough, it spills into the parking lot of a hospital right next door. 

My mom would tell me stories of that hospital, of how when I was two 

weeks old, there was something wrong with my intestines and I had to 

have surgery. My parents found this hospital by chance ten years ago, 

as they were passing by. I thought how neat it was that we somehow 

ended up here again. It was a strange feeling, being back somewhere 

you’ve never actually remembered. But when my mom would talk about 
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all those years ago, when we weren’t sitting in the overflowing car of 

things and bodies, bitterness would overcome her tone and I decided I 

wouldn’t ask for stories anymore. Instead, I would get my dollar store 

MP3 radio tuned to the AM stations, so I could go to sleep listening to 

Vivaldi, or Mozart, or Rachmaninoff.

Sometimes when my dad went into the casino and actually did what 

he said he’d do, he would bring back $100, maybe $200, for which we were 

glad because we wouldn’t starve the next week or two. But those nights 

didn’t happen very often. And it didn’t tonight.

Drunk and pissed at the unfairness of the world, he woke me up as 

he was shuffling outside the car, struggling to open the door. With 

everyone else asleep, I tried hushing him as much as I could while I 

unlocked it from the inside. I didn’t want my mom to wake because 

she’d surely be infuriated at his drunkenness.

“Dad, what happened?” I asked quietly.

He said nothing. 

“Dad? Dad?” I shook him.

He didn’t even flinch, simply stared through bloodshot eyes. It was 

as if this man wasn’t my dad anymore, with his blank stare, gazing off 

into nothing.

“Dad!”

Suddenly the worst thing that could happen, happened. A bright light 

that seemed to come from the sky shone blinding in my eyes. After a 

second’s recuperation, my heart sank as I realized the light was attached 

to the arm of a cop, tapping lightly on the driver’s window.

“Fuck,” my dad moaned, almost incoherently. 

“Step out of the car, sir,” said the stern, omnipotent voice outside.

I learned that they won’t kick you out of a hospital parking lot during 

the night, especially when there are four scared children in the car. 

The heat of the rising summer day before us began to spread before we 

could even see any rays. We were all awake by now, not having slept 

much and not planning to sleep after what just happened. Although I 

did not know exactly what shame was, although we’d each pay $1 to go 
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shower at the local YMCA twice a week, although I pooped my pants 

one time when I had a fever and had to get rid of my pants, I had never 

felt as much shame as I did that night. The heat, making me crankier and 

crankier, only got worse as the day progressed, and we were forced to 

go through the same routine and spend our day at the park.

Off my siblings and I went to the empty playground where the sand, 

too, smelled of piss. I sat on the swings for a while, half-asleep, rocking 

slowly. I thought of when this all started. I told my mom I didn’t like 

it, that I wanted to go home, that I missed having a bed and a desk and 

a real life.

“It’s only for the summer, Baby. We’ll be okay soon. It’s only for the 

summer.”

I swung a few more times, not paying attention to anything in 

particular. Maybe she only said that to comfort me, or herself.

I wondered how long this summer would last.
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that dRIppIng has been annoying you for weeks. Drip. The silence 

between each drip is almost worse than the drips themselves. It always 

lasts just a moment longer than you expect. Drip. The basement echoes 

louder at night, and the echo hangs in the air, making it moist. Moist 

isn’t supposed to be this loud. And yet…drip. That does it. Get up. You 

have the epoxy to fix it. You bought it the day you first found out about 

the leak. Drip. Lazy. Lazy procrastinator. It isn’t that late. It’s dark, but 

you’re awake. You can’t sleep anyway. Not with that moist air echoing 

like a steam whistle. Drip. That was the loudest one. The blanket is heavy 

but that whistle is louder. That hum. That echo. How long until the next 

one? You can never time it. Use this as your excuse. Get up and put on 

your robe and slippers before it booms again. Throw off the blanket. 

It isn’t that heavy. Come on. You’re wasting time. Drip.

Okay, now. Good. Blanket felt lighter than you expected. Slippers 

on, robe on, light on. Door open. Steps down hallway. Light on. Turn 

corner. Enter kitchen. Light on. Open cupboard. Grab epoxy. It’s new. 

It’s unopened. Glance at receipt. Crumple it up. Throw it away. Steps 

toward hallway. Turn corner. Step down hallway. Basement door. 

Open it. Pull string for light bulb. Click. Darkness. Click. Still darkness. 

Click again. Click. Dark. Click. Dark. Click. Click. Click. Dark. Dark. 

Dark…Drip.

The echo is louder now. Louder, because you are closer. Louder, 

because you will soon be rid of it. The only light from that hallway 

that makes it into the basement ends in jagged disarray. Go find a 

flashlight.

You try to time your first step down the basement stairs with the 

sound of…drip. You missed it. The sound of the dropping water echoes 

in your head. You first heard the drip weeks ago, but you never came 
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to check it. Your steps are slow. The flashlight shows the bottom steps as 

you near the basement floor. Drip. It is too loud and too quiet. You don’t 

yet see the pipe.

As cluttered as the basement is, it feels like too much empty space. 

With only a small flashlight, drip, the basement is huge. Shine it around. 

Ignore the shadows that slice the walls and create folds on the floor. 

Listen for that pounding sound water makes when there is barely any of 

it. Drip. No, you did that one with your mind. You hear nothing. Maybe 

it stopped. Maybe the water ran out. Maybe the pipe is finally dry. Hold 

still. Don’t breathe. Wait. Wait longer. Nothing.

Look back at the open door to the hallway at the top of the stairs. 

Maybe you will just go back to bed. Drip. It came from right behind you. 

Turn around. Shine the flashlight. It needs better batteries. There is no 

pipe there. It could not have come from—drip. To your right. No. Turn 

around again. Drip. Louder that time. Shine to the left. The shadows 

are hurrying now, bending left and then shooting right. Your hands are 

clammy. It is cold down here. Drip. The tube of epoxy is warm from the 

sweat and your palm feels hot against it.

You realize you haven’t been breathing and you suddenly inhale. It 

is loud. Your breath echoes in the dark. Drip. It is above you. You heard 

it. Look up. Nothing there. Only blank ceiling. Drip. Find it. Drip. Look 

behind old shelves. Drip. Check under the stairs. Drip. It shouldn’t be 

this hard to find. Drip. It can’t be this fast. Drip. You turn around again. 

Shine the flashlight everywhere. In the corner. The north wall. The south 

wall. The ceiling again. Old boxes. You think the drip is coming from 

upstairs now. The flashlight is dimmer. Then, you hear it.

You didn’t hear a drip. You heard a breath. You hold yours and try 

to remember if you’d been holding it already. But it wasn’t your breath. 

You know it wasn’t yours. You hold still and try to listen for it again, 

hoping you won’t hear it. You start to breathe as quietly as you can. 

Turn your head just enough to look where your flashlight is pointing. 

A pile of garbage bags. Keep holding still. Breathe in your head. You 

don’t hear anything. You haven’t even heard the leak. Maybe it is gone. 

Maybe it was nothing. Maybe you never heard anything at all. Look 
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back up toward the stairs. The hallway light is off.

Your flashlight beam is shaking. The door that leads out of the basement 

is still open. It is completely dark up there. You bump something with 

your foot. It moves. Or maybe you moved. It is quiet again. You shine your 

flashlight at the ground. You look for it. All you see is the concrete floor. 

Were you close enough to any clutter to have bumped that? Your body is 

cold. You feel a puff of hot air on your neck. You freeze. It doesn’t happen 

again. Maybe you had imagined it. You don’t want to turn around. You 

don’t want to run toward the stairs. You don’t want to be in the dark. You 

reach up behind you and feel the warmth. Then another puff of air hits 

the back of your hand. This time you hear it. You turn around and step 

back. You shine the flashlight around wildly. Shadows streak the walls 

and ceiling. Your breathing is loud and fast and shallow through your 

nose. Then, you stop. You see it. Your light goes out.
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dad saId we should make it to Nevada by eight, ten at the latest—if 

the 5 or the 15’s backed up, there’s nothing we can do about it, but ten, 

ten at the latest. Don’t tell your Mom about Vegas, either, he said, 

technically Vegas is on the way to Dallas, but I don’t want her ruining 

our plans. It’s vacation time, Bobby-ay. Vacation.

He was in a rush to meet the rest of the men and yelled at me, frustrated, 

that we were going to be gone for two weeks, not a year, and that I didn’t 

need to pack everything in my closet.

“C’mon, cowboy! Giddy-up!” Dad yelled impatiently from the driver’s 

seat, a pack of Bud Lights on the floor of the passenger’s side.

He begged Mom to let us go, let us take the new minivan, the one 

she’d earned being Tupperware’s top-seller in the East Bay. She caved 

in, tried to tame the flyaways in my hair, but I squirmed away from her. 

“Are you sure you want to go?” 

I nodded. Dad already lets me drive and he said I can listen to my 

music the entire way.

After he was pulled over twice on the 5, Dad bought a radar detector 

jammer and said, “This way we’ll get there faster.”

The last policeman was puzzled by Dad’s accent. 

“Where you from?” he asked. 

“The Bay Area, California.”

“Where’d you get that accent from?” 

“I got it from my Mama,” he told him proudly. 

The policeman found Dad amusing, his mysterious accent, his 

cowboy hat and boots. He made bad jokes, smiled and tipped his hat. 

We got tickets.

“Don’t tell your Mom,” he told me. “We don’t want her raining on 
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our parade.”

I bribed Dad for McDonald’s—he liked my negotiation skills.

“Good, Bobby-ay—ask for what you want!” he coached.

This was the last spring Dad could refuse my femininity. I was still 

flat-chested and dull—bushy brows and unkempt hair, dirt under my 

fingernails, and baggy clothes hiding any hint of a growing shape. I 

started wearing a sweatshirt tied around my waist every day because I 

noticed a boy in my PE class looking at my butt while we were stretching. 

Dad wanted a son—he couldn’t have one, and I knew that when I grew 

tits, my dad would turn on me.

We cruised south and then east. I acted as DJ, switching between the 

two CDs I had—Bob Marley and Cypress Hill—the van’s windshield 

smashing bugs as we drove on.

Dad loved being on the road. He drove until the reflectors on the road 

got too blurry, pulled over and would say, “Bobby-ay, your turn to drive.” 

While I drove, Dad lectured, taught, informed—his words slurred 

over one another.

“Did you know, Bobby-ay, that when the fascists came, every man in 

Ethiopia fought for his country?”

I rolled my eyes and turned the radio volume up.

He repeated the itinerary over and over again, yelling over the music: 

After Nevada, up to Utah, then across Colorado and Kansas, south to 

Oklahoma and down to Dallas—on the way back we’ll hit New Mexico and 

Arizona—and shit you don’t need your passport to go to Mexico, so maybe we’ll 

stop there on our way back.

He was the Ethiopian Kerouac. He mumbled dreams of our journey 

into his sleep. I liked driving—drive slow, Dad told me, that way the 

police won’t fuck with us. Dad taught me to drive as soon as my feet could 

reach the pedals—boasted to his friends about my height. He’d sober  

up and take over the wheel again.

After hours of driving, nothing but Joshua trees were scattered 

around in the distance.
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“Does it look like this in Ethiopia? In Addis?” I asked Dad.

He laughed, “No.”

Dad pulled into the Mojave National Preserve, raised his hand to 

the other men in cowboy boots and hats in the parking lot who leaned 

against their own Easter-egg-colored minivans and waved at him.

I knew these men. I tagged along with Dad when he took BART to 

Oakland. We all huddled together in their small living rooms of huge 

Victorian homes converted into tiny apartments. Frankincense and 

Yirgacheffe burned smoke in the middle of their huddled bodies; they 

fit four people on a loveseat and spoke a language I was never taught, 

something they chastised me for. The men walked over to the minivan, 

fanning themselves with their hands, beads of sweat sitting on their 

foreheads. Ato Tadelle, they greeted Dad—Bobby-ay, to me, a kiss on 

each cheek.

“Are we allowed to camp here?” I asked them.

They laughed.

“Who cares?” the man with no thumbs said.

“The police?” I asked.

They laughed again.

Dad taught me three words this year: interpreter, refugee, 

diaspora; and reiterated one I already knew: war. The men we greeted, 

I knew better than they’d wanted me to know them. My dad wrote 

their stories on a typewriter that sat on a glass dining room table with 

a pale pink tablecloth laid over it—he typed rapidly until suddenly 

he’d stop and lift his glasses and rub his temples and sip his cognac—

the ceiling fan in our apartment rotating slowly above him. He did the 

interpretations on the side, helped them with their paperwork, went 

with them to court, citizen, he’d said, or visa—he couldn’t get a job. I 

knew, but he didn’t know I knew. I kept his pride where I needed it to 

be. Every morning Dad ironed his pants and shirt and shined his 

shoes. He turned the television to Channel 9 and watched the news 

while typing. “Did you know, Bobby, that they said there were so 

many bodies in Addis, that they were piled up on the streets, like 
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they weren’t even human beings?” News can change, the news changed.

He could work at a gas station, he could manage parking lots, but Dad 

could not get the job that he wanted when he went to college. He did the 

translating on the side, it felt important to him, he tried to help friends 

stay “in the country of dreams!”—and drank from a snifter at night, 

swirled his cognac and sipped before typing again.

“Look at Bobby-ay,” Belete, the man with no thumbs, teased. “We’re in the 

desert and she still wears that sweatshirt around her waist.”

The other men laughed. I played with the sleeves tied near the 

button of my jeans. There’s someone I didn’t know yet and Dad pushed 

me toward him.

“This is Gideon,” he said. “He recently moved to the U.S. Maybe you 

can show him your rap music.”

I looked at the tan, almost orange ground, and fingered the car keys 

Dad put in my hand. There was always someone new to the U.S.— 

sometimes they stayed with us for a while and slept on our couch—Mom 

would make doro wat when they came over because it was special and 

men need a good meal, she told me. I turned to walk back toward the 

purple van and Gideon followed. Gideon’s hair was cornrowed into long 

braids that hung past his waist; we were the only ones without cowboy 

attire on. It was over ninety degrees outside and I wanted the comfort of 

the air conditioner, so we sat in the van and I put my CD in.

“This is rap music,” I told him over B-Real’s voice.

He laughed.

“I know what rap music is.”

I nodded, embarrassed.

“How old are you?” he asked.

“Eleven.”

“I’m sixteen.”

I nodded.

“Do you have a boyfriend?”

I looked at him, confused, and shook my head no.

“I have a girlfriend. Back home.”
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I nodded again, turned the car off, rolled down the window and 

watched outside, looking at the men passing a pipe between them—their 

voices in low mumbles I’ve never understood. I’ve seen my Dad jump 

at his own shadow—his body shake for an instant, as if he was being 

pursued, attacked, crept upon; he shook and when he realized it was his 

own shadow he put his hands down, slowly at his sides, but his wary eyes 

watched suspiciously, as if the shadow were guaranteed to turn on him.

“Have you been?” 

Gideon gestured to the men outside. I know what he means. Have you 

been to Ethiopia, have you gone back home, have you met your family? 

I shake my head.

“It’s a shame,” he said, nonchalantly, watching the men outside light 

their pipe and pass.

I feel ashamed and the shame stacks like blocks that deny me access 

to who I am supposed to be.

“I don’t even speak the language,” I admit.

“Shame,” he says.

“Makeda—” he said and I looked to him, shocked that he knew my 

name, wondering which of the men told him and if they called me 

Makeda outside, in another world, away from me.

“Do you know where your name comes from?”

I nod. My mom named me.

“Do you know how she became Queen of Ethiopia?” he asked.

I nodded and looked to the men again. I could smell Gideon’s cologne. 

I wanted to look at him, to study his face, touch his fingers and lips; 

I wanted to learn what he was willing to teach me, and that feeling 

made me confused and desperate. I kept my eyes on the men outside of 

the window.

My Dad waved me over and we left the van.

“Did she show you the rap music?” he asked Gideon.

“Yes, she did. Very nice.”

“It’s hip-hop—good beats.”

The other men nodded in agreement with Dad. They’d unloaded their 

own minivans and pitched tents outside. The sun was melting into the 
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desert sand on the horizon—the big sky watercolored with blue, green, 

orange, and yellow. The men had put away the pipe and were now 

roasting hot dogs over a hibachi grill, sprinkling berbere over the blistered 

and blackened sausages before eating them without buns, breaking off 

bits of the hot dog with their fingers instead of biting straight from it. 

They kept the brims of their cowboy hats low, and ate beneath them, 

swigging from a metal flask periodically, their voices buzzing between 

English and Amharic, T’Grenyen and Italian.

When the women spoke in Amharic, it sounded like how humming-

birds fly, a changing frequency that tickled the inside of my ears. But 

there were only men here, and they spoke over one another but answered 

every question posed carefully and thoughtfully—until their voices 

slurred and slid, their booming laughter echoing, bouncing off of the 

nothingness that surrounded us.

I had to pee, but we weren’t at a campsite and Dad motioned to 

the desert.

“Where do you think I peed back home?” he told me and the other men 

laughed. Gideon did too—I was glad they couldn’t see me blushing when 

I turned away from them. Gideon seemed pleased that I knew where 

my name came from. Makeda was the firstborn daughter, sacrificed by 

her village to appease a menacing dragon. She was tied to a tree miles 

away—a deal struck generations earlier—when some drunk men walked 

by, asking why she was tied to a tree. She explained the dragon, the deal, 

and the men thought it was ridiculous and cut the ropes, setting her 

free.

Makeda and the men celebrated, the men drank themselves into a 

slumber—the dragon arrived, he asked where his meal was. Makeda 

stood and told him she was here; he swallowed her whole, but Makeda 

had stolen one of the men’s swords and trapped herself in the dragon’s 

neck long enough to slit herself a hole to escape. The men woke, saw what 

Makeda had done, and offered to walk her back to the village and act as 

witnesses to her bravery, but Makeda refused. Instead she took the head 

of the dragon, carried it over her head, and walked for miles along. When 
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she arrived at her village she showed her people the dragon’s bloody 

head and was welcomed home as Queen of Sheba.

 I walked into the desert and pulled my pants down—their chuckling 

still in the distance, close enough to where I felt safe. I peed and wiped 

with the McDonald’s napkins I took from the van—blood. At first, I 

panicked, I’m far from the men and they can’t see the blood, but I felt 

like they could, that they could see and smell it. Mom told me that girls 

start at my age, that it’s normal and when it happens to put a pad on 

my underwear—never a tampon, she said, a tampon could rip you. I 

dug a hole and stuck the dirty napkins in it and placed clean ones in my 

underwear. I want to hide this from Dad, but I can already feel the 

blood soaking through and those were the last of the napkins in the 

van. So I walk toward Dad—following the light of the lanterns the men 

had placed between them. It was still hot, though the sun was gone. 

I pulled at the sleeves of the sweatshirt tied around my waist and 

leaned into Dad’s ear.

“I need something,” I told him quietly.

“What did I tell you? Ask for what you want!”

“It’s a girl thing.”

“What? A girl thing?”

“Take her to the store, Ato Tadelle, there’s one a few miles away,” 

Belete said gently.

Dad looked disgusted and disappointed.

We walked toward the van.

In the car, Dad is silent. The car goes over the bumps separating lanes. 

Dad swerves back into place. When we finally arrive at a liquor store, 

he’s half-asleep at the wheel, so I take the wallet from his jacket and 

start out of the door.

“Whiskey,” he says. “You know which one Abaye likes, right?”

“Yeah, Dad.”

Ten minutes later I go back to the car—they need your ID, I tell him.

“Goddamn sons of beeches,” he mumbles.

“Hi, sir,” he says when he walks inside. “I am the one who wants the 

whiskey. What else is this? Bobby—is this the girl thing?”
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I nod, feeling all the blood in my face hot.

“Where you from?” the man at the counter asked Dad.

“I am from a faraway place, sir. The land of milk and honey. The 

Motherland.”

“Okay, asshole,” the man at the counter said while handing Dad his 

receipt.

Once we were outside Dad handed me the car keys.

“Bobby-ay, you drive.”

When Dad taught me to drive, he teased that I was now his designated 

driver, but he was serious. Dad slapped his hand on my shoulder and 

leaned in low.

“I can’t get a job, Bobby-ay. Don’t tell your Mom, we don’t want her to 

worry. I need you to be a man now Booby, I mean Bobby.”

I looked at him confused, wondering what he meant, what he ever 

meant, if he even meant anything at all. He shrugged.

“It’s vacation time, you know, vacation.”

I suddenly wanted to go home. I wanted to take a shower and change 

my clothes. I felt the new pad slippery in between my legs and thought 

of all the yesterdays that I sat comfortably in my underwear and now 

the tomorrows that I would have with the pad soaking in what I could 

feel slipping out of me. I wanted the curve of my mother’s belly, to rest 

there, to breathe in the faint smell of the lavender soap she washed our 

clothes in, to watch her tired eyes as they obediently followed Lucy in 

black and white on the small television screen she kept in the kitchen 

while she waited for a timer to beep, an alarm to go off, a bus to come, 

a paycheck, a paycheck, please by the fifth of the month.

“Let’s just get started to Vegas,” Dad said, pointing to a sign that told 

us which way to turn for the devil’s city. “The guys will meet us there, 

we could be big winners by the time they get there, we’ll surprise them 

with our winnings.”

“How will they know we’re in Vegas?” 

“They’ll know,” he mumbled. “They’ll know.”

I wanted to say, let’s not go this way, let’s go home—let’s go back to the 

empty land and pick up the guy with no thumbs, and Belete, Mengistu, 
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Haile, the Other Tadelle, Gideon. I can drive you home, I’d say, I can take 

you all home to Mom. She’ll make Eta Kilt, and roast coffee beans, we’ll 

sit in the living room waiting, the aroma will lift your spirits, I’d say, I 

can take us home, I am Makeda—I can lead us home—we can listen to 

Cypress Hill, to Bob Marley, to Tilahun Gessesse, you can teach me 

Amharic; let’s not go this way. But I only did what my Father asked 

for me to do.

“Let’s get going to Vegas,” I told him as he hopped up and down in 

the passenger seat.

“Vegas! Let’s go Bobby-ay! I’m gonna win big! We’ll eat a steak 

dinner, we’ll get a nice hotel, you’ll be my lucky charm!”

We pulled onto the two-way road, away from the sleeping men in 

their tents, the hours and lights and luck just ahead of us.



Evan Lindemann

o d e  to  A  dis h  wA s h e r

Behind pearly teeth of server smiles

Early coffee bean

Grind.

Dish Washer Dave, or

Was it Lorenzo,

Stands.

Wields the water snake. Its stinging fangs

Scrape off plates’ torn garment; they’re

Raped.

Baptized plates clatter for erase.

Tears streaming down their faces.

Clank.

Pummeled by watery fists, drowning darkness

Drains their blood

Dead.

Metal walls lift and a steam carpet unfurls

For the chariot of

Born.

Hand of God caresses crying babies.

They whimper at the

Light.

Moans of stained plates beckon

The Dish Washer

Help.

Silent savior gives them siesta

He can make them

New.
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my aunt comes back from the grocery store and asks me and my 

cousins to help unload our 1992 Suburban and bring the groceries into 

the house. She asks me to put a fresh bar of soap in the soap dish of 

our bathroom. I slowly unpeel the wrapper and the scent of the 

Mountain Fresh Dial green soap takes me to back more than ten years 

ago, to a family visit when I was seven.

The trip from San Jose to Morgan Hill felt like two hours but was 

actually only fifteen years. I leaned my right cheek to the backseat 

cushion of our white 1994 Topaz car, which my mom felt so proud of. 

She blasted Zapp and Roger Greatest Hits tracks over and over again 

until I memorized every lyric to “More Bounce to the Ounce.” My sweet 

Gemini mom said, “If you don’t know who sings the songs you listen 

to, then don’t bother singing them.” All of our car rides consisted of 

pop quizzes based on the songs she played on the radio. Sometimes 

this made the drive seem faster. I was super excited to play with my 

cousins, so anything that made the drive go faster was fine with me.

 The 101 was a mess during rush hour and we felt every bump 

with our worn-out tires. The cool breeze sent goosebumps on my arm 

and chills up my spine. My mom quickly cranked the lever to roll up 

her window, and I did the same for mine. I enjoyed inspecting the 

silhouette of the hills that graced the side of the freeway. That was the 

pure beauty of the drive. “We are almost there, just one more exit.” 

I snapped out of the daydream.

 “Sit down, Angela, you are probably tired.” Auntie Harriett 

grabbed a chair from the dinner table and led my mom to sit down. 

She is my aunt by marriage who is always showing her warm 

hospitality for visitors. The family room was a slightly dim orange due 

to an expired lightbulb. They began to chat with each other excitedly 
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for a few minutes, and then the mood began to get serious. My mom 

crossed her chicken legs and flung her black licorice braids and began 

a self-comforting gesture of stroking her hands. I knew I was going to 

get shooed away in a couple seconds. “We are having grown folk talk, go 

find your cousins, go on.” I pretended to ice skate with my socks down 

the hall of the hardwood floor to go find them.

There was a light that was gleaming from around the corner toward 

the boy’s room. As I peered closer I could hear playful screams and 

laughter coming from one of the bedrooms. My older cousins, one boy 

and two girls, were dressed up in torn clothing. They seemed to be 

trying to attack my younger cousin, who was sitting on the bunk bed. “My 

princess, the monsters are trying to attack the castle.” I  quickly jumped 

into the scene to improvise, but I didn’t have a princess dress to wear. 

My older female cousin paused the game and went to the costume clos-

et to find me a dress. I strutted into the bedroom wearing a white long 

gown that smelled like mothballs and twirled my golden scepter. 

I climbed to the top of the bunk and the “monsters” were growling at 

us. Then I heard footsteps coming down the hallway.

“Everyone, pretend like you are asleep, it’s Mom,” my younger 

cousin whispered. We immediately collapsed on the carpet in an attempt 

to pretend we were sleeping. One of my cousins began to fake snore, 

and I couldn’t help but giggle.

My aunt opened the door and saw us all sprawled out the floor. I 

smelled the aroma of marinara sauce, bay leaves, and pepper. “Y’all 

aren’t asleep, and you know it, it’s time for dinner.” My cousins leaped 

out of their positions and headed to their bathroom to wash their 

hands. I was afraid they were going to trample another as they tried to 

squeeze through the doorway to their bathroom. My aunt glanced at 

me. “Your mom said you can stay for dinner.”

I was so excited to be eating dinner with my cousins. After they 

finished washing their hands, it was my turn. They scrambled out of 

the bathroom and ran down the hall. I rinsed my hands and began to 

lather them up with the green soap. The scent was so refreshing. 

Everything felt that way, and my grimy hands actually felt clean. I was 
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happy to have come here and never wanted to leave.

It was all so different here. The soap dishes were arranged neatly 

next to each of the two sinks. Four color-coded toothbrushes were 

standing upright in the toothbrush holder on the pastel-green tile 

bathroom. Everything seemed to be in order, while back at home, items 

were tossed around and scattered. We all sat around their caramel- 

colored wooden dinner table that was engraved with deep pencil marks. 

It creaked badly if you lightly leaned against it. The angel hair pasta 

cradled the lumpy marinara sauce, and hidden ground turkey. I still taste 

the chopped fresh garlic, black pepper, basil leaves, Italian seasoning, 

and onion powder on my tongue. “Eat slowly,” my mom snapped. I kept 

staring at my cousins; it felt good to be eating with them, at a formal 

dinner table, and not a TV dinner stand. Time seemed to go fast.

“Okay, we need to go home now, tell your aunt and cousins bye and 

thank you.”

“Can we stay longer? Please please please?”

“No. We need to head home now.” So we all exchanged hugs quickly.

My cousins seemed to slump and pout because I was leaving. “Can’t 

she stay forever?” my younger cousin asked my aunt and mom.

“No she can’t, she has her own home to go to.” I was very disappointed, 

because it was rare that we all got to see each other. Sometimes I forgot 

they were my cousins.

My mom and I got into the white 1994 Topaz to head home. I just prayed 

that it wouldn’t break down along the freeway like our old, two-seater 

red Honda did. The slow rhythm of the car was putting me to sleep. The 

grand hills were no longer silhouettes in the dark and they passively 

blended in. Red, orange, white lights were beams, then turned to streaks 

on the lonely freeway. The rear of the cars had faces. Spaghetti on my 

plate. Princess. Prince. Toothbrushes and the pastel-green tile. The bar 

soap. Al Green was the lullaby.

I set the Dial green bar soap in the soap dish, so now we have soap in 

the bathroom. I am really the only one replacing it when it becomes emp-

ty, or when the previous soap is worn down to a shard. Items don’t last 

forever, and neither do people.
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I am living in Auntie Harriett’s house along with my cousins now. 

She says, “You are all grown women and men living in this house, you 

guys should make sure to put soap in your bathroom and wash the 

sinks. It’s disgusting.” When the house is clean, my aunt is happy. I 

adore the smell of lemon-scented Soft Scrub and the smell of that green 

soap. My aunt rarely buys it for the house, but when she does, it takes 

me back each time.

Then I can hear footsteps, and it is all so familiar. My aunt is walking 

down the hall, and I can hear the creak of her strained knee. “It’s time 

for lunch, I made sandwiches,” she says dryly.  I begin to wet and lather 

my hands.
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Well. The bases are loaded.
Stop it. You’ll psych yourself out. Just drive Celi home from third. That’ll 

put another run on the board.

Sunlight floods every inch of the field, even though it is well after 

5:00 PM, the spring heat grazing the top of the hills behind home plate. 

The field smells like plant life and dirt. Dandelions are growing 

sporadically in the outfield, the grass just slightly too overgrown. 

Celia leans forward on third base, her right foot even with the chalky 

baseline that has become blurred against the dry dirt beneath it. She 

begins to lead off, inching forward with her eyes fixed on the pitcher, 

who is clad in a Monterey jersey. Diana follows suit on second base. 

Jess watches me from first.

I walk up to the plate, planting my right cleat in the batter’s box, and 

turning to the third base line to watch Coach Tamayo. She taps her 

elbow, then her chin. I wait for the indicator sign: a flick of her right 

ear, which is the team’s agreed-upon signal that the following sign is 

the instruction we are to follow.

Coach touches her right elbow. Swing away.

I turn back into the batter’s box, bending my knees slightly. The 

pitcher’s eyes are fixated somewhere near my waist, watching—I know 

without looking—the signs from her catcher, who is crouched at my 

feet. The pitcher straightens up, and my brain goes through its 

calculated checklist: knees bent, knuckles in line on the bat, back 

elbow raised. For a moment, I wonder what it would be like to get out 

of my own head, not to feel compelled to have a checklist, for hand-eye 

coordination to come naturally.

I watch the pitcher’s hands. She raises them together, her right 

wrapped around the ball hidden in her glove. For her, the movements 
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are swift and immediate—swing up, back down, hands split, back up, 

a full circle over her shoulder, ending up at her hip—

I don’t swing. The ball flies by my chest, and even in my anxiety, 

I’m fairly certain it’s outside the strike zone.

I’m right.

I back out of the box, look back at Coach. She begins her series again, 

mixing her signals, but there are the two I’m looking for, the right ear 

and the right elbow.

I step back into the box, reaching through the protective metal 

helmet grate across my mouth to push my glasses up on my nose. 

Suddenly, it feels like mid-August, rather than March. The oppressive 

heat beats down, and for a moment, the bright blue bat feels too heavy 

in my hands, the tape wrapped around the handle warm to the touch. 

It feels as though we are fighting for the survival of the fittest, rather 

than a high school softball game.

My team begins chanting behind me in the dugout. “Check, check, 

check her out!” Grace’s voice bursts over the field.

“Check, check, check her out!” the team echoes.

“Check that softball pitcher out!”

Despite my team’s efforts to rattle her, the pitcher appears unmoved. 

She leans forward, and I resume my stance.

The windup again, and I swing—contact.

Running—no idea where the ball has gone—white base looming 

before me—round first—second base deserted—I spot the second 

baseman in deep center field, glove raised towards someone even 

further out into the green—

I round second.

Coach Tamayo, a model of professionalism and decorum, waving her 

arms wildly as I pass third—my cleats clash with the metal home plate—

my team—pummeling me. My helmet rockets back and forth, hands 

are all over my shoulders, my back, my head. I have never before been 

this kind of athlete.

My team moves as a mob back towards the dugout, and I take a 

deep breath. My tongue is thick with the dirt my cleats have kicked up, 
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but that’s okay. Sometimes, you have to eat a little dirt to make it to 

the plate.

There is no magic sports montage, or an underdog upset—we had 

been so far behind that four runs at once isn’t even enough to take the 

lead. We lose the game, and consequently, we do not receive the game 

ball, a prize for the winning team then often given to an outstanding 

player who helped achieve the victory. During our post-game circle, 

Coach is a few minutes late, emerging from our storage shed carrying 

a highlighter-green softball that she’s dug out of our ball bag, and 

presses it into my palms. The leathery outside is covered in black 

scuffs from too many late-afternoon batting practices. Gently, I run my 

fingers down the knobbly laces.



h o w  C A n  yo u  p r o m is e  t h e  wo r l d?

Wendy Medina

one of the eaRlIest memories I can still recall before all 

this chaos took control of my life was of my mother. It wasn’t a 

particularly happy memory, although I remember it with an odd sense 

of tenderness. We were in an apartment that seemed to literally secrete 

sweat, the kind you’d see as the backdrop of every sketchy drug deal 

scene out of a movie. The rustic wallpaper was peeled off in multiple 

crevices of the room, and it always smelled of what you would think 

toxic smells like. That, plus the stale humidity trapped in the small 

apartment formed swollen watermarks on the ceiling, and made the 

place smell like burning plastic with moldy piss. I remember there was 

a sole piece of furniture, a grimy gray sofa that was probably dragged 

in from the junkyard that was our neighborhood. I hated it because 

that was where Mom would sometimes drop me off in the care of 

whatever junkie was there. I hated it even more on the mornings I 

woke up to Mom strung out, gasping for breath.

We lived in Washington then and I must’ve been eight years old. 

I tend to not recall much from that time, but to weigh out the bad, I 

remember small details of that day too. That unusually sunny morning, 

the way her hair glistened from the rays that managed to sneak past 

the flimsy vinyl blinds. I don’t think I had ever seen the sun shine so 

majestically against the perpetual gloom of the Pacific Northwest. I 

remember as she tried coming back to life, she held my head so close 

to her chest, my heartbeat synced with hers—terrified in quick bursts. 

And I remember the rain. So much rain always rhythmically hitting the 

shingles on the roof and pouring down the window, I remember 

thinking I could live the rest of my life some place where it never rained. 

But that day, the sun was out while it rained, and I thought it must’ve 

been fate to see light against so much darkness.

r.v. williA ms fiCtio n Co n t est, 2017 / h o n o r A b le m en tio n
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Every time things started to plummet, she would tell me, “One day, 

I promise you the world—” in a disheartened whisper on a freezing 

night, in ecstasy when her dealer would come by, in tears when she 

realized I was no longer her eight year-old little boy. A vow that only 

the wind heard. Still, she was the most important person in my life. She 

was my mom, in all her brokenness.

It wasn’t until I turned sixteen that I left her. The image of a snowy 

corner liquor store somewhere in Minnesota was all that I saw for years 

every time I would shut my eyes.

Everything about that night became branded in my mind: the faded 

Pepsi sign that must’ve been hanging there since the 70s, the neon signs 

that promised all types of liquors, the putrid stench of transients that 

riddled the edges of the parking lot, the emptiness of my mother’s eyes 

as she got smaller and smaller in the liquor store’s window.

By impulse, she had decided that we were coming to Minneapolis 

when I was fourteen. I was at the abandoned motel we were squatting 

in, the majority of whose rooms doubled as a crack house, when she 

busted in, frantic with two black trash bags.

“Get your shit. We’re outta here,” she said out of breath as she 

started grabbing handfuls of clothes. “Travis is waiting outside.”

“I—wait, what?” I looked at her expecting an answer, but she was in 

flight mode, and most likely coked up. I got up and checked outside, 

and sure enough her boyfriend at the time was there, anxiously waiting 

in his red pickup.

“What’s going on? What’d you guys do? Why’s Travis look like he’s 

about to shit his pants?” I asked.

“Boy, I said get your shit! I’m not wasting time on your stupid 

questions,” she said without looking at me. All her things were in a pile 

beside the two bags. She searched frantically for something in them 

as she cursed under her breath.

“What’s in those?”  

“Caleb, I swear to god, if you don’t get your shit together in five 

seconds, I will leave your little punk ass here. You hear me, you little 

dipshit?” Anger and tar and hopelessness laced her voice.
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I couldn’t argue with her because she would always do what she 

wanted. She was about a minute from leaving, and she was all I ever 

knew, so I couldn’t give that up.

She gripped those trash bags with her life, and whatever else she 

could carry to the car. “C’mon. We’re gone.”

And off we sped, with no explanation of what caused the hurried 

getaway or who was after us.

Next thing I knew, I had lived in Minneapolis for two years. Another 

bleak nowhere whose underbelly sucked my mom right in.

Once your addictive parent starts realizing you’re not just a 

mindless little kid anymore, they start feeding you the lies they’ve made 

themselves believe. They kept you waiting for someday they said would 

soon come to keep you distracted from the fact that it was actually never 

going to come. I never did find out what was inside those fucking trash 

bags that made us move damn near the other side of the country; what 

made Travis and my mom constantly look over their shoulders. Whatever 

it was, it made me hate the cold even more. And I kept believing Mom’s 

lies until I met Erin.

I was taking a drag of my cigarette while I waited for my mom outside 

a bar. It was freezing that night, but it was always a packed house for all 

the sordid regulars to drink their sorrows. Who knows what my mom 

was getting into, all I was doing was walking her home in the pitch black 

night. I’d stopped caring enough to ask questions as long we walked back 

home together every night. Slowly, it seemed like my mom lost her soul 

in exchange for being a dick-hungry cocaine addict, until she no longer 

resembled my mom.

That night she was taking longer than she normally did. Sure, she’d 

have a drink and pick up her baggie, but tonight was just numbingly 

frigid, I couldn’t wait much longer. I counted ten cigarette butts on the 

ground beneath me. Right as I was about to put the last one out, a man 

I hadn’t noticed had walked up next to me lit a cigarette.

“You look cold there,” he said as he took a drag.

“Yeah, no shit.”

“What’s a guy like you doing around these parts?” I could tell he 
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was trying to make eye contact, but I wouldn’t turn to look. I didn’t feel 

like looking or talking to anyone, I just felt like walking the fuck 

back home.

“You want another cigarette?” he offered. I couldn’t resist. But in 

that fraction of a second when he flicked the lighter to life, I realized I’d 

have to listen to this moron for at least the duration of this cigarette and 

immediately I wanted to give it back.

I take a drag and watch the smoke dance and contort in the wind. 

My legs start to feel numb from standing in the same position for some 

while. From here, the shadows cast down from the streetlight made him 

look older than he probably was.

“So how come you’re not inside drinking something to feel a little 

warmer?” he asked.

The question caught me off guard and I realized I probably didn’t 

look sixteen.

“I’m waiting on someone,” I said. 

“You’ve been waiting a while.”

“How do you know if I’ve been waiting a while or not? What’s it 

to you?” I take a drag.

“I didn’t mean nothing by it. I saw you when I walked in earlier, and 

now I’m walking out.” His voice was nonchalant, as if it wasn’t four 

degrees right now. Although I’d lived here for two years, I hadn’t 

gotten used to the chill that shook me to my bones.

I didn’t say anything. We just stood there smoking, the icy wind 

coming in strong gusts. It didn’t feel awkward because my whole focus 

was on the cold and taking another minty drag. We simply stood there, 

two figures bringing flames to their faces in the backdrop of a frigid 

winter night.

He finished his cigarette moments before mine and crushed the butt 

under his boot. He stood here for a second, as if thinking about where 

to go.

“Alright, well have a good night,” he said as he turned to me. I 

nodded in his direction.

I didn’t know why I felt so hostile against him. Something about 
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him was inviting and warm, it seemed like he really just wanted to chat 

with a stranger over a smoke. Perhaps it was that every time any man 

showed up in my life, they had some part in fucking it up.

“Actually,” I called out as he started walking away, “Could you do 

me a favor?”

He turned, surprised. “Umm…okay.”

“Can you go get this woman in there? Her name’s Marlene.” I was 

sick of standing in the cold.

“Sure. But why can’t you go in?”

“I’m underage.”

He looked confused. “What’s she look like?”

“Dark hair, green eyes, in a light blue parka.”

He gave me a double take and shuffled inside.

I was alone again, and wondering if I’d done the right thing to 

send a stranger to perhaps frighten my definitely drugged-up mom. 

Minutes crawled by, and soon I was gathering enough courage to go 

inside the bar. They knew me because of her, and resented me because I 

was her kid; she owed money to all sorts of shadows in there. The many 

bouncers had each kicked my ass a few times before, and holy shit, did 

they love excuses like being a minor or acting queer to beat some ass. 

Last time, I was bedridden for almost two weeks.

Before I’d made up my mind, my mother’s shrill voice yelled, 

“Caleb! Caleb! Baby, you okay?”

Immediately I jerked my head to see her and the stranger walking 

towards me. “Yeah, are you?”

“Baby!” she said as she landed on me with a hug. “Let’s go home 

Caleb, let’s go home.”

She sounded out of it, but at least I could now take her home where 

it wasn’t freezing.

“C’mon,” I said.

“It was nice to meet you, Caleb,” said the stranger. He walked the 

few steps between us and gave me his hand.

“Yeah.” I reached for it.

“Erin,” he said and began to walk the opposite way.
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I looked down at my glove to see a folded piece of paper with what 

I assumed was his number. I put it in my pocket and started to walk 

my mom home.

When I had my second conversation with Erin, I knew my life would 

change. His same luring aura made me feel like we were one and 

the same. I began to see him once a week, and eventually almost 

every day. He was twenty-four and was as lost and alone as I was, so 

we became lost and alone together. I wasn’t a homo; mom would tell me 

that fags go to hell and about how her family shunned her gay 

brother. They hadn’t heard from him since he was fifteen.

But every time we met up, I was drawn to him as soon as my sight 

landed on his eyes. My mom had no clue what I would do with my nights 

because she continued with her habit. I think she sometimes even forgot 

she had a son.

The last day I saw her, we were inside Valley Liquor. I remember the 

sign flashing so vividly. Erin wanted to take me to live with him. We got 

into a huge argument because I was reluctant to leave my mom.

But in that liquor store, everything went to shit. My mom got into a 

heated fight with the cashier that resulted in the cops being called, and a 

shotgun secured in his arms. There was no talking sense into her, since 

it was no longer her. That night I realized she didn’t care if I died trying 

to protect her. She kept trying to swing at the man with a gun. That was 

the night I completely lost my mom.

I called Erin and in the hour when my mom was actually being 

arrested, he showed up to my rescue, if you can call it that. I got into his 

car and left my mom, finally tearing away the piece of me I thought kept 

me bound together. Erin held my hand as we drove further and further 

away from the flashing blue and red lights.

On my twenty-first birthday, Erin introduced me to morphine. 

God’s drug. Mr. Blue. Mud. 

“Won’t you get addicted to it the first time?” I asked as he sucked 

some into a syringe.
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“Yeah, if you don’t know how to handle your shit.”

We were in an apartment in Brooklyn, where we moved only a few 

years back. We didn’t know how to handle our shit.

The first thing you feel is warmth enveloping your entire body; you 

float, you haven’t got a care in the world. Waves of euphoria wash over 

you in a millisecond, although you swear to your perhaps-dead mother 

it felt like hours. You are unconscious in your body and mind, all while 

in harmony, conscious, to know you’re getting fucked up. It shoots down 

your spine, out your limbs, and back into the epicenter of your chest. 

You are a force of energy. Indestructible, surreal, immortal.

Nevertheless, the drug wears off in a few hours and you are no 

longer God. You, with the now bruised junkie arm, tossed off in the 

corner, are so human it’s disgusting.

So you want more.

You want what was promised to you.

You want the world.
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Jacquelyn Spence

“Hello, my name is and I’m…”

a circle of bodies 

sunken faces

mouths gaping

hungry

La belle dame sans merci

“The suboxone’s really working.”

especially 

with a rolled up dollar bill. 

on a shiny surface

that only reflects 

back my own

blackening

blackened

starving

starved

eyes.

La belle dame sans merci

“What have I done?”

a bender 

unending

loitering 

alone.

La belle dame sans merci

And no birds sing.
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I can alReady feel the beads of sweat on my forehead. It’s 6:55 

PM, and I have ten minutes until the next show begins. I head to the 

giant projector and decide I’ll thread the film through now, and take 

advantage of this break to catch up on a few more tasks. Theater Nine 

is my least favorite, and since this projector is at least ten years older 

than the rest our theater uses, it may take me an extra five minutes or 

so to queue it up. I bend down and grab the end of the film strip from 

the bottom platter, and begin to weave it through the rollers and into 

the projector. Through a series of pulleys, rollers, gears, and switches, 

the film loops through the projector, passing in front of the $500 light 

bulb and the laser sound reader, flashing frames of still images to 

establish that movie magic for all those who forked over $10 tonight. 

Finally, the film strip feeds back into an empty platter that rotates at 

the same speed, winding up the film so it can be used again three and 

a half hours later. Rinse, repeat. This technology is more than a half- 

century old, and each projector’s entire setup takes up more space 

than my car. The aged machinery heats up quickly, and despite 

management’s best efforts, it’s warmer in here than it is outside. I 

should not have to wear a suit to do this.

Through all its redundancies and occasional frustrations, I actually 

enjoy this job. There’s a certain Zen I feel when running the projection 

booth. If I do everything right, hundreds of people get to watch their 

movies on time with no interruptions. It’s my responsibility to organize 

a schedule and figure out how long I have at each projector, and when 

each film needs to start. My shift always begins with printing out the 

movie schedule, and I create my game plan by marking it up with notes 

in red pen like I’m a newspaper editor. The strategy is to stay ahead, 

which, given the ancient analog equipment, is not always easy. It can 
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take between two and five minutes to queue up a film in a projector, 

depending on a few variables—with nothing going wrong. After the 

lengthy process, I only need to press the big green START button, and 

stand there for about twenty seconds to make sure everything runs 

correctly. The trouble is, my theater has fourteen auditoriums, split 

between two floors. Nobody keeps the projectionist in mind when 

determining the order of show times. This means I also have to factor 

in the two or three minutes it takes me to run from one projector to 

the booth’s exit, up or down the stairs—the elevator would take too 

long—weave through the traffic of absent-minded customers, then dig 

out my keys, open the other projection booth door, and sprint to the 

next film waiting to start. It’s exhausting, but also exhilarating when 

everything goes right.

I’ve had this job for almost two years, working nights four times per 

week. My enjoyment in the projection booth balances out my disdain for 

my other part-time job sitting at a desk in a Chase downtown. Working 

sixty-hour weeks was not completely what I envisioned when I dropped 

out of college four years ago, but nobody said it would be easy. I left 

school knowing it would be a tough grind to earn a steady enough 

income to support myself, but at the time it felt necessary. I was stuck 

in a rut. I had already exhausted all of my moves to different cities, my 

road trips, my vacations. I didn’t put my education on pause because 

I was lazy; with hindsight, it’s clear that I was tired, scared, confused, 

frustrated.

One of the perks of my job is I get to see as many free movies as 

I’d like. Not that I ever have time for it. When I have the occasional 

downtime between show starts, I can turn the volume on in the booth to 

one of the films playing and peek through the glass to watch the screen. 

I have no interest in the sold-out bloody vampire/werewolf rom-com 

playing in theaters four, seven and fourteen, but I listen in briefly out 

of morbid curiosity. “But I love him,” says one pale, human-looking 

high school character to another. The gaggle of teenagers below seem to 

be eating this up.

n o n f i c t i o n
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“I knew you loved this shit, you couldn’t wait for this movie to come 

out, huh?” teases my manager, Nick, sneaking up behind me.

“Shit, you caught me,” I joke back. Nick and I were friends through 

high school, and he’s the one who got me this job when I moved back 

to the Bay Area. He’s a complete film aficionado, and trained me on the 

complicated procedures involved in running a projection booth. 

Growing up, he and I used to make cheesy short films with our friends. 

I gave that up after we graduated high school, but for Nick, it was clearly 

his passion. A few months ago, he put the finishing touches on a twelve- 

minute short that he had spent nearly a year working on. He cast his 

friends and family to play the leads, but Nick did the rest himself— 

writing, directing, editing, even composing the score. When the film 

was complete, he invited about fifty people to come watch it on the 

big screen, borrowing an empty auditorium at 2 AM, after all of the 

customers and employees had gone home. We used to laugh at how 

bad the movies were that we made at sixteen, seventeen years old, but 

this…this was impressive. I remember after that first screening was 

over, nobody wanted to look at Nick. The lights came on, and everyone, 

still in shock and awe that our friend made something this professional, 

needed a minute to compose themselves. Half an hour ago, I hit START 

on the projector for that same auditorium, and instead the third movie 

in a series about car chases and guns or drugs or something began 

playing.

“I’m getting Chipotle, you want something?” Nick asks me. I give him 

my order, and he returns twenty minutes later. We take advantage of 

our general manager’s off day and eat inside the projection booth. Our 

GM, Nick’s boss, works six days a week, for at least ten hours most of 

those days. If I reach forty and still have to work sixty-plus hour weeks 

to scrape by miserably on his measly salary, I’ve clearly failed. No 

wonder the poor guy is always grumpy.

“So, when are you gonna start filming your next classic?” I ask Nick.

“I’m working on a script, but I feel like I’m hitting a wall. I don’t know 

where to take it. I’m just kind of procrastinating.”

“Want any help?” I offer.

B i u n d o
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Nick smiles. “Sure, if you’re interested. I’ll send you a copy of what I 

have, you can let me know what you think, add any ideas. Please, feel 

free to make some edits, it needs an outside voice. I’m almost ready to 

scrap this, so maybe you can save it.”

One of the goofy films we made years ago was a spoof of a Jason 

Statham action movie. It was awful by any real standards, but we had a 

blast making it. I co-wrote the script with Nick, even though half of the 

lines ended up being improvised by our friends. In the two years I’ve 

been back here, I’ve lost count of the number of times Nick has asked 

me to help him write something. But I’m not a writer, I always say, 

and besides, he’s the expert.

After high school, I couldn’t wait to move into my dorm at 

Sonoma State, a couple of hours away from everything else I knew. I 

loved my friends and family, but I needed a fresh start. I declared as a 

business major, deciding that this was only temporary, something I 

could switch at any time. And switch I did. Not only did I change 

majors, but after my freshman year, I transferred to a different school, 

again ready to try something new. I considered Film, Political Science, 

Accounting, and even Physics for some reason. I never hated class, but 

soon grew impatient with my own uncertainty and indecision. When I 

reached my wit’s end, I quit. So here I am.

When I first decided to “take time off,” my parents reacted in a way 

fit for one of Nick’s scripts. The same general pattern began to repeat 

itself. First, there was, You just need to finish – you’re so close! from my 

mom, who always meant well. Then, It’ll be so much easier to find a job if 

you have a degree, from my dad, the Cornell alumnus, who didn’t want to 

be disappointed in his firstborn. Finally, from either of them, If you are 

going to take time off, just make a plan to go back, otherwise you never will. 

Even back then I knew they were right. Four years later, I work two 

jobs that don’t pay nearly enough for me to move out of my mold- 

infested apartment that the landlord refuses to have cleaned. 

Returning to school still falls into the intentionally vague “eventually” 

category on my life’s to-do list.

n o n f i c t i o n
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I avoid thinking about it, or even discussing it with Nick, but in the 

coming months, my theater will install its first digital projector. The 

company looks at it as an investment—and why not? The picture 

quality is far superior, there’s less maintenance required, a lower chance 

of costly incidents. And it’s easier, I mean not even close. No film to 

deal with, no threading through old projectors. The real killer, though: 

scheduled movie starts, controlled from an office building all the way 

in Dallas. Not much sympathy for the projectionist’s plight. I hate 

my bank job, and I’m too stubborn to accept it, but if the “digital 

experiment” goes well, I’ll have to go full-time at Chase.

We’ve known this was coming for some time. If someone can make a 

toaster that connects to the Internet, why the hell are we using decades-old 

film tech? When I was still in school, a professor once asked our class to 

imagine ten, twenty years into the future. He said, imagine you go into 

work, and you find out that the company has laid off all its employees, 

because machines can do your job now. What would you do? Would you 

try to find another identical job? Or, would you consider an entire career 

change? There’s no right or wrong answer to this thought experiment, 

but it stuck with me, and it reminds me that long-term plans are for 

suckers. Obviously I wasn’t going to be a projectionist forever, so why 

mourn the inevitable? I just needed to figure out my next step.

Nick’s short film he showed us a few months ago was about a man 

named Tyler who wanted to hack the human brain in order to download 

knowledge. Tyler had lost his job to automation, and didn’t want to take 

the time to go back to school, just to start his whole career over. He wanted 

to fight fire with fire; if a computer could take his job, he needed to take 

it back the same way. It was hard not to sympathize with him. The world 

was changing faster than Tyler could adjust, when all he wanted was a 

job he could excel at, with a reliable income.

My parents came to the screening that night. They’ve always liked 

Nick, and have seen all of his movies. It shouldn’t have surprised me 

when the next day, they asked me if I had any plans to go back to school. I 

should have seen it coming, but now, it seems as relevant as ever. If I can’t 

continue working here, should I find another projectionist opening? 

B i u n d o
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Should I worry that it’s a dying job? Should I just work full-time at the 

bank? My parents can see me waffling, and I can see it too.

I finish my burrito bowl and check my watch. I still have fourteen 

more minutes until the next show starts. Nick leaves the projection booth, 

and goes back to work. I envy his passion for his projects, but especially 

how clear this path has always been for him. The road has never been 

straightforward for me, but as I get older, maybe it doesn’t need to be. 

Maybe I just need to make a decision, any decision. I walk to the projector 

nearest to me and look out the glass window, into the theater below. A 

kids’ movie about an animated frog is playing, and I turn up the volume. 

The frog stands on a lily pad and tells its frog friends, and the families 

watching in Theater Two, and me up in my dark booth, that sometimes 

you have to hop back a step in order to get to where you want to go.
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“oh my god! maRcus? Is that you?”
His eyes widened as he froze in place at the sound of the 

high-pitched voice. Marcus wasn’t expecting to talk to anyone when 

he left his apartment this morning to go buy milk for his cereal. He 

forced a fake smile as he turned to meet her wide-eyed gaze.

“Hey Ashley,” he said timidly. His heart began to beat faster.

“Oh my God! It’s been so long! How have you been?”

“G-Good. I’ve been good. How have you been?”

“I’ve been fantastic! I finally got that promotion at work and was 

able to find a place in the city!”

Marcus already knew about Ashley’s promotion and her recent 

relocation to the city. He had been pretty adamant towards sticking 

to his daily routine of checking her social media pages before bed.

He nodded his head with a goofy smile and said, “Oh wow, that’s 

great! Congratulations!”

The response was completely forced, and anyone would have noticed 

its lack of meaning and spirit, but Ashley was so self-absorbed in the 

moment she didn’t catch it.

“I’m really happy for you, Ash. You look great, and you seem happy.”

This he actually meant truthfully. He had always thought she 

looked good, from the first time he saw her. Now she stood there 

with her sandy blonde hair, round brown eyes with hints of green in 

the middle, and wearing her red sundress, which happened to always 

be Marcus’ favorite.

“Aww thank you! And, yeah, I’m really excited!” Ashley responded. 

“What have you been up to? How’s everything over at Alumnify?”

Marcus worked in the tech industry and about six months ago he got 

on board with a startup that looked promising. Around two months 
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into his new position, he was fired due to a lack in performance and a 

slight altercation with his new boss.

His heart rate shot up again. Sweat beaded on his forehead and 

upper lip.

“G-Great,” Marcus responded, as he tried to avoid eye contact. “You 

know, everything’s pretty routine. Same old stuff.”

He surveyed the sky, then looked towards the ground, and then back 

up at Ashley. It was painful for him to see her moving on with her life 

and being happy, especially now that he was seeing it in person.

“So…have you started seeing anyone else now that you’ve moved 

into the city?” asked Marcus as he put his right hand in his pocket 

and rubbed his thumb and middle finger against the metal key-chained 

bottle opener.

Ashley paused for a moment as if she was caught off guard by the 

question.

“Have I been seeing anyone? No, no, I haven’t. Have you?”

“No,” Marcus replied as he hung his head a bit. He knew that she 

was lying to him.

“Look, I need to get going, I have to be somewhere in a few minutes. 

It was really nice seeing you, Marcus. Maybe we’ll see each other again 

soon.”

“Yeah, maybe,” said Marcus, knowing that to be false due to how 

harshly she broke it off four months ago.

He stood there and watched her get into her car and proceed to drive 

away. As he turned into the grocery store, he caught a glimpse of himself 

in the large reflecting windows that faced towards the parking lot. He 

paused a moment to take in what he was seeing.

Starting from his tattered old moccasins he moved upward to his 

light grey sweat shorts that his mother bought him for Christmas from 

Costco, which sported a faded mustard stain on the right thigh. Then 

his gaze rose higher to his old black high school lacrosse T-shirt that 

hung loose from wearing it too many times without washing it and 

had three holes in it. He quickly noticed his two-day-old five o’clock 

shadow and ended by shifting focus on the biggest monstrosity of it all. 

f l a s h
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The expression “bed head” couldn’t even justify the catastrophe that 

sprung from his head in all directions.

He took a deep breath and as he let out a long sigh he muttered to 

himself, “God dammit.”
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Mar yam Bargzie

daRK bRown and coaRse, her hair was pulled back loosely 

while she fried onions in canola oil.

She only did that once a week because it made the whole house smell 

like onions and none of us liked that. I was convinced that the vent from 

the kitchen was connected to my room. That pungent smell, it drove 

me nuts. The end result, however, was amazing. Turmeric, black 

pepper, cumin—reminds me of her. Reminds me of home.

The fragrance of the spices began to spin webs around the silver pan, 

then the spoon and finally wrapped itself around me. All the while, 

my mom sang to the home in Pashto. Her blue skirt swayed while she 

made her way around the kitchen, with knowledge in each step. 

Dinner was served. Her eggplant, sautéed until deep brown paired 

with tomatoes and potatoes. The fruitful, long-lasting marriage between 

these vegetables kept me happy since I was in diapers. On the side, we 

had bread, from the local Afghan store. Plain yogurt, homemade by 

her, and shlombeh, my only contribution to our meal. An acquired taste 

that consisted of yogurt, water, salt, a little squeeze of lime, tiny cubed 

cucumbers, and topped with dried, crushed mint leaves. A typical 

summer meal from a country where I’ve never been, but whose rich 

language lives on my tongue: Afghanistan. God knows that practice 

makes perfect, and her food always came out perfect. My five siblings 

were elsewhere, and Dad was at work. That day, Mom and I broke our 

fast alone.

It was hot that day, so we ate at night, and it was cooler then. The 

chopped mint leaves refreshed us with every swig of our drink. While 

she washed the dishes, I dried them. Efficient. So I began to ask her 

questions. She said she’d rather sit down and talk to me over chai, 

traditional Afghan tea, but I annoyed her as always.
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I always wondered what it had been like for her, to leave her country 

to a land unknown.

She was a widow with four children under the age of five. The Soviets 

had invaded. It was 1979. No hippies in Afghanistan anymore, no peace 

either. The government was changing. It had shifted to communism, 

and the Soviets were wreaking havoc in my mother’s hometown. Sons, 

uncles, fathers, brothers went missing. Her husband and brother, both 

in the Afghan National Army, were among them. To this day, there is 

no actual record of what happened to them. There are rumors, of 

course. One rumor being that the government threw people out of 

helicopters, because they weren’t for a communist nation. This is most 

likely. Another says when they were thrown out of the chopper, they 

survived, and might still be looking for their wives and children. There 

was no time to worry about where they could be, because Afghanistan 

didn’t care, Afghanistan kept going. The sun still came up and still 

went down, swallowing with it the lives of men, memories of women, 

and their children who would never see them again.

Without the men, groceries ran thin. Nobody could go to the 

market with Mom. What to cook, when nothing is there? When she 

speaks about the old days, her eyes glisten, and mine gleam. But her 

voice never shakes, and sometimes she even chuckles, remembering how 

her mom would bug her to leave Afghanistan—because every day, the 

situation got a little more critical. In my mom’s head, the way her 

thoughts worked, was, Why leave if they will get us anyway? The 

bombing so frequent, it kept them awake for all five prayers. From dusk 

until dawn.

We sip our shlombeh again.

It was in the winter of 1979 when my mom, older sisters and extended 

family began their journey to the U.S.

I wish more people knew that coming to the United States isn’t easy. 

The road is paved with overlooked tears, worried minds and tired folks. 

My mom and her family were in the refugee camp for three years. It took 

three years until they gained political asylum. Three years in Pakistan, 

three years wondering, three years lost. She still didn’t lose her identity. 
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If I wrote a book about my mom, it might be a thousand pages.

She grabs some more dodi, bread, from the toaster.

My mom, father and sisters lived on Virginia Lane off Monument 

Boulevard in a two-bedroom apartment. My mom had remarried in 

New York. A single man, a friend of my mother’s family, the man who 

later became my father. His two-toned green eyes knew the same 

hometown she did.

My mom was pregnant with Sara, the sister who is six years older than 

me, and my grandma and her kids lived downstairs from us. It was a 

lively community, more like a world of its own. A Mexican-American 

population, situated in Concord, California, that made tacos de carne asada 

better than anyone. They were hospitable people, and after visiting many 

of their neighbors’ homes, my mom was gifted a print of The Last Supper. 

We laughed because my mom said she thought that was the “American 

way.” Jesus of Nazareth, Peter and Paul, in the living room. I’ve seen it 

in the family photos, though it only shows a tiny corner of the painting. 

Was she worried about fitting in? No, and she still isn’t. She is just an 

ingredient in America’s salad, because it isn’t a melting pot.

She is not around the constant bombing, but often does dream of it. 

It happens more frequently now. My dad knows how to calm her down, 

and we all stand by. We don’t talk about her dreams unless she brings 

them up, which she usually does. She doesn’t like keeping things in. 

She awakes, around two or three in the morning. She’s shaking. The 

men had robbed her again. They raided the home. Mud, traditional, 

rural. They yelled, asking where my mom’s husband was, where her 

brother was, and they were willing to do anything to get them. They 

were not conforming to the government’s desires. She was pregnant with 

Nasrina, my older sister. My other three sisters were keeping quiet with 

our grandmother, Ajjeh. Ripping the casing off the korbacheh, the deep, red 

velvet mattresses, the Soviet soldiers were in search for anything of value. 

They took gold, and afghani, or Afghan currency. Their yells, the sound 

of distant bombing, were the sounds that she had become accustomed 

to. The world turns dark, and then light as she realizes she’s surrounded 

by people who love her, and that she’s in Concord, not Kandahar. It’s the 

n o n f i c t i o n
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same time of night, but it’s thirty-five years later. Mom has PTSD. I 

thought PTSD was just for soldiers, but war survivors come from both 

sides, and I guess Mom was a soldier, too.

I think she cooked every single day since she got to the U.S. I wonder 

if it’s for us, or if it helps her keep her sanity. I think there is something 

about it that connects her back to her country that will never go back to 

the way she remembers it. Blind to her surroundings, a silent reminder 

that this is her new home. It will always feel new, no matter how long 

she has been here. Foreign. Home is where the heart is, home is where 

her kids are.

There’s a certain sweetness in the way she sings, while she stirs. A 

professionalism, in every chop. Perhaps a tear instead of salt. Lamb 

shank soup, to prevent any sickness. Lamb and potatoes, simple stew. The 

complexity and depth of flavor have been tweaked to perfection over the 

years. She and I, we never eat in silence. We savor the conversation just 

as much as the food. I get mad when she’s playing on her phone while 

I talk. She gets mad at me when I do that too.

These days, Mom is sixty-one. Sixty-two is around the corner, next 

week, and it never looked better. She hangs out. Dad takes her to the 

redwoods, and to Tahoe. She didn’t really like their last trip to Lake 

Tahoe because “old people are boring.” She is definitely outspoken, and I 

couldn’t be more happy for her. Her once-long, braided hair is now 

cut just above her shoulders. Bouncy and dark chestnut brown. It’s the 

haircut I know her by. The Chinese lady next to the mosque and the 

quinceañera dress store on Monument Boulevard has been cutting her 

hair for thirty years now. She used to cut my hair too. Always cuts it too 

short, but after a week it looks amazing. A smile on her face, always. 

A faith and trust that could not be broken. She is a living lesson that 

women do bend, but don’t break. And I wish she could read this, but 

I’ll just have to read it to her.
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you stumble out into the hallway, the wooden staircase in front 

of you appearing unfamiliar to have even climbed it. The stuffy, still 

atmosphere of that floor makes your face flush crimson and you think 

everything looks so otherworldly. In fact, the identical doors make 

you forget whose apartment you even came from. There is music still 

vibrating from the other end, but your only focus is to go out to the 

fresh air. The lights illuminating the stairway blind you after 

having been in the dark, and you pray you don’t eat shit going down 

however many flights of stairs you have no memory of climbing. You 

only remember one moment you were outside next to a car while 

taking a drag of your cigarette and the next, a figure was passing you 

a bottle of Jäger, urging you to take a swig. Flashes of neon glow sticks 

and outlines of bodies tossed lazily on the beat-up sofas overwhelm 

your mind and you can’t help but grin a wicked grin. But in the next 

second, you have no clue why that image made you smile. That was 

probably more of your brain cells dying.

Because you can only function enough to grasp one thought at a time, 

your attention turns to trying not to fall down the stairs. You almost 

do eat shit three times, but you try to make yourself believe that you’re 

fine. You know you are not fine. By the time you get to the ground floor, 

it feels like an unbelievable triumph once you step foot outside. You try 

desperately to spark up a cigarette to clear your head, but your clumsy 

drunken hands could do nothing but fail at putting the stick in your 

mouth, much less drawing up a light.

You don’t think you’ve ever been this fucked up.

You stand there breathing in the fresh air, slumped atop one of the 

steps. You know you’re gonna throw up tonight by the way your head 

completely swims when you look up at the sky and the spins attack your 

Wendy Medina
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entire body. The city continues to breathe before you, but it only blends 

in with the amplified bombardment of swirling sound ringing in your 

ears. You start laughing because if you die, you don’t want to die sober 

anyway. You’re a bit twisted. When you drink a lot you start thinking 

up some shit. You need to stop drinking.

You realize you must look like a disaster sprawled in front of an 

apartment building and you don’t want to fall asleep there. It’s been a 

few minutes since you’ve opened your eyes.

In a lightheaded haze you get up and the world oscillates; you 

struggle to stand and your legs refuse to go along with the same lie you 

keep trying to make yourself believe. You think you feel the ground 

swaying under you, but continue walking past any other zombies out on 

the street. You don’t know where you’re going but you don’t care.

As you make a left, you see a magnificent sunrise start to take place, 

and you stop to admire it. The warmth of the colors makes you feel 

great, happy even. Happy splashes of orange and yellow. While your 

attention remains stuck on the scenery, your stomach is finally rejecting 

whatever deathly cocktail of drinks that slid past your lips. Suddenly 

you double down and everything is gushing out your mouth, you can 

barely breathe. The same burn that ignited your throat the first time it 

trickled to your stomach is now ablaze. You blow chunks of indiscernible 

food bits drowned in a sea of liquor. You can’t think, you’re paralyzed, 

you can’t stop puking your guts out.

Once again, that’s the last thing you remember.
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“¿en que pIensas, sally?”
My mom’s cousin notices that I’m not really looking at the sky or the 

rustling leaves of the neighbor’s tree hanging over my aunt’s fence.

“En la inmortalidad del cangrejo,” someone says. We laugh and 

I’m mentally kicking myself for zoning out again in front of company.

Look ‘em in the eye, hear every word they say, listen, pay attention. 

Focus. It’s rude to tune out of a conversation and slip into your mind. 

You shouldn’t think about the immortality of the crab.

But I finally have time to spare the crab a thought. It had been 

buried on the beach. Back when signs cautioning about either algae or 

bacteria didn’t mark the shores of Catalina Island.

Kids with blond hair wielding bleached wooden sticks found it 

beneath the pale sand, where it’s cool and damp. I watched with my 

sister as more kids in their bathing suits circled the hole like seagulls, 

shrieking because they’d discovered a treasure. One of them, braver than 

the rest or just especially reckless, picked it up by a claw and dropped 

it on a bench where it landed with a crunch. That boy and some others 

prodded and tapped, flipped it over, and pried it open. They’d uncovered 

something, alright. Thousands of eggs, a sponge of dying fire.

Curiosity drew us close for a peek, but its unguarded majesty was 

intimidating enough to pull us away. So it laid on the concrete bench, 

unbothered and still, and its offspring the same.

If there’s an entire world within each one of us, as some claim, who’s 

to say it’s any different for crabs? That there aren’t infinities contained 

inside every single speck of an egg. Too small to see, immense enough 

to feel the discomfort of wonder when we consider the number of crabs 

with their own supply of eternity.

Sally  Ruby Luna
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Dina arakcheyeva is a senior at CSUEB, majoring in multimedia art. 

She enjoys working with digital media as well as traditional drawing 

and urban watercolor sketching. Being an illustrator at The Pioneer 

Newspaper for almost a year, Dina has developed an interest in visual 

storytelling and illustration.

kim champion is a California Bay Area painter. Her watercolor 

painting, The Blues #1, employs a limited palette to create a 

unique curvilinear form within a two-dimensional plane. She is 

currently studying traditional studio art at CSUEB with plans to 

graduate in Summer 2017.

allison king will receive a BFA in traditional art and a BA in 

liberal studies at CSUEB in Spring, 2017. She is a painter and 

sculptor who enjoys creating both representational and non- 

representational art. Her work is primarily process driven, with 

focuses in nature and people.

a r t i s t s
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mohameD algarmi is a first-year graduate student in the English MA 

program at CSUEB, with an emphasis in creative writing. He hopes 

to enroll in an MFA program after graduating. He is currently a full-

time English teacher at Centerville Junior High in Fremont. Mohamed 

was born and raised in Oakland, but currently resides in Hayward 

with his lovely wife and beautiful two-year-old son.

maryam Bargzie is a first-generation Afghan-American, currently 

pursuing her BA in liberal arts. She comes from a big family, and is 

the youngest of six girls. She is a self-proclaimed foodie who loves to 

spend time with her family, play soccer, read and write poetry and 

creative nonfiction in her free time.

matt BiunDo is an English major with a focus in creative writing 

at CSUEB, and will graduate later this year.

Brian Bosen graduated from CSUEB with his BA in English and 

continued with his MA in English, TESOL. He studies linguistics and 

several languages, travels, writes and performs music, works with 

nonprofits, and is an avid reader. He has also been published in the 

pop culture magazine Acid Logic.

chase Burkett is a senior finishing his last quarter at CSUEB as an 

English major with an emphasis in creative writing. He is a Bay Area 

native who enjoys writing short stories and plans to continue his 

education, with the goal of one day teaching English.

BranDi carroll is a student-athlete at CSUEB, majoring in English 

with a creative writing focus, and competing on the women’s water 

polo team. She was born and raised in Southern California, but enjoys 

c o n t r i b u t o r s
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living in the beautiful Bay Area. In her free time, she enjoys music, 

writing, painting, and exploring the outdoors.

Daniela chavez is an English major with a focus in creative writing. 

She’s from Orange County, California.

lorraine gomez is originally from Stockton. A second-year student 

at CSUEB, she’s currently pursuing a BS degree in psychology and is 

excited that this is her first publication. Along with poetry, she is 

passionate about photography and music. She can also binge watch 

Netflix shows like no other.

DeBorah puretz grove is a fine artist with limited-edition prints in 

several museums and corporate collections. An avid explorer, she 

travels to meet unfamiliar cultures and landscapes. She writes about 

the people she has met or observed in her travels to more than forty 

countries. She completed her MA in English in Winter 2017.

allen Jang majors in English, the least Asian of all subjects. The 

design and web editor for Arroyo Literary Review, he currently resides 

in Hayward, where he spends much of his time drawing, listening 

to music, and thinking about writing.

evan linDemann is a student at CSUEB working on a BA in English 

and a minor in music. He is from sunny Southern California.

sally ruBy luna is a student at CSUEB and a Hayward native. She 

is majoring in English with an emphasis in creative writing.

kezia marshall grew up in the East Bay and now lives with her 

husband, daughter and cat in Hayward.

WenDy meDina graduated Fall 2016 from CSUEB with a BA in English 

in just three years. Originally a SoCal native, she fell in love with the 
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culture and people of the Bay Area and now lives in Hayward. She  

loves to write, mostly about serial killers or fictionalized snippets of 

her life.

kamillah menDoza transferred to CSUEB in Winter 2017 as an English 

creative writing major. After she graduates, she wants to see the world 

with her fluffy companion friend, Mochi!

victoria QuistgaarD is an English creative writing major, graduating 

this year, with plans to attend an MFA program for creative writing 

and teaching after a yearlong break. She has lived in California for 

five years, and constantly complains about the traffic.

cynia sapp is a senior majoring in English with an option in 

creative writing. She has a passion for writing, language, learning, 

and drawing. Originally from Morgan Hill, California, she dedicates 

her achievements to her family, friends, teachers, and acquaintances.

JacQuelyn spence is a recent graduate from the UC Berkeley English 

department, currently pursuing her MA in English from CSUEB. 

She enjoys writing both poetry and prose, and hopes to eventually 

become an English educator at some level.

Brianna rose verDugo is currently in her first year of the graduate 

program at CSUEB.

emilie White is a second-year MA student at CSUEB. Originally from 

small town Greenfield, California, she loves writing prose, poetry, 

and plays, and has had work featured in The Bohemian at Notre Dame 

de Namur University, Occam’s Razor, and New Playwrights Festival 

at Santa Clara University, where she got her BA in English and 

Spanish. She is also the co-editor-in-chief of CSUEB’s Arroyo Literary 

Review.
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grace munakata grew up in a Japanese-American household, where 

Western and Japanese objects and customs formed a contrasting 

collage. Her paintings and collages contain varying degrees of 

abstraction, pattern and imagery. Literature, visual art, her tangled 

garden, memory, and the wash of events are her sources of inspiration. 

She teaches Painting and Drawing at CSUEB, and more of her artwork 

can be found at gracemunakata.com. Her primary representation is with 

the Paul Thiebaud Gallery in San Francisco.

Vishnu Padi is on a 47 ⅛” × 47 ½” gatorfoam board, and acrylic was 

used to create the image. This painting was one of a small series of 

figurative pieces. The model, Anurhada, who is named after an Indian 

constellation, just finished her degree in biology. 

The water behind the little girl references the river Ganges, sacred 

for its spiritual purity to Hindus who bathe there, and who release 

ashes of their loved ones into its currents. There are still wide regional 

disparities for people who live there; for some, the future is confined 

by circumstance. Grace imagined the child having no limit to choices 

available to her. She didn’t intend for the viewer to understand that; 

she wanted the content to remain ambiguous. The model can simply be 

a beautiful child, whole in herself and lost in thought. The patterns at 

the base of the painting recall borders in Indian miniature paintings.

Grace sums up her personal style: “The perspectives of childhood and 

growing into an adult are continually present. New experiences and 

memory continually inform studio work, so the pieces become a kind 

of intuitive quilt, a pattern in flux.”

a b o u t  t h e  c o v e r




